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1. Introduction 

The Public Company Motorways of the Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina Ltd. 

Mostar (hereinafter: JP Autoceste) was registered in the court in Mostar, on October 28, 2010. 

in accordance with the Law on Roads of the Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina ("Official 

Gazette of the FBiH", No. 12/10, 16/10 and 66/13), Law on Public Companies ("Official 

Gazette of the FBiH", No. 81/15) and the Decision on Status Issues of the Public Company 

Motorways of the Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina Ltd. Mostar, adopted by the 

Government of the Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina (Decision V No. 593/10 of July 1, 

2010) at the 149th session held on July 1, 2010 in Sarajevo. 

The Business Plan for 2021 aims to determine the basic strategic goals of the business 

in order to achieve the best results through the realization of business activities in infrastructure 

construction, management and maintenance of motorways and expressways. This Business 

Plan defines the basic settings on which the development and operation of JP Autoceste in the 

coming period is based, and which refer to:  

• The work of the Company should be based on economic principles according to 

which it will be self-sustainable and achieve profitable business in the long run; 

• Ensure the continuity of maintenance services, through the improvement and 

advancement of the them; 

• Design and construction of motorway sections for which there are sources of 

financing in order to imply this through financial effects, i.e. the realization of 

revenues from toll collection services. Indirectly, the impact of the motorway will 

be visible in the regional context through better transport connections; 

• Continue activities to find optimal sources of funds that will ensure an increase 

in the intensity of activities on the construction of sections of the motorway and 

expressways;  

• Improve customer service through post-paid payments, introduction of smart 

cards, and constant improvement of IT infrastructure in the area of operational 

support for motorway management and maintenance; 

• Continue activities on securing funds from various sources, international loan 

funds, realizations from the budget of the Federation of BiH or from other 

sources, with the aim of faster construction of motorways and expressways of 

the Federation of BiH. 

All these activities require the fulfilment of certain preconditions necessary for the 

implementation of this Plan. Given the undefined deadlines for ratification of borrowing 

agreements with international financial institutions, and the expansion of the activities of JP 

Autoceste in order to begin preparations for the construction of new sections, all planned 

business activities will be subject to continuous monitoring of implementation by the 

Management Board of the Company. In accordance with the implementation of activities 

covered by the Business Plan, as well as possible deviations from them, JP Autoceste will 

consider and possibly make a decision on the rebalance of this Plan during the year. 
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2. ABOUT US 

The activities of JP Autoceste are defined by the Statute of the Company, as well as 

jobs and tasks on motorways and expressways in the Federation of BiH, namely: 

• Preparation of long-term, medium-term and annual development plans and 

programs, maintenance, protection, reconstruction, construction, reconstruction 

of roads and road facilities as well as reports on the implementation of these 

plans and programs; 

• Performing motorway maintenance work; 

• Investment works for studies and projects, renovation, construction, 

reconstruction and maintenance on motorways and facilities; 

• Proposing financial plans and improving the way of raising funds intended for the 

construction of motorways and expressways; 

• Keeping records (database) of motorways, facilities, traffic signals and 

equipment on motorways and the cadastre of the motorway land belt; 

• Assignment of works on reconstruction, construction, renovation and 

maintenance of motorways;  

• Preparation and monitoring of the implementation of the program of measures 

and activities for the improvement of traffic safety on the motorways it manages; 

• Preparation of bases for awarding concessions and ensuring professional and 

technical supervision; 

• Organization of the toll collection system; 

• Collecting data and informing the public about the condition of motorways and 

the mode of traffic; 

• Taking the necessary measures to preserve and protect the environment; 

• Organizing and providing services to users of motorways and expressways, etc. 

The main task of JP Autoceste is the construction of the motorway on Corridor Vc. On 

the territory of Bosnia and Herzegovina is the longest part of the branch of Corridor Vc. In a 

total length of about 320 km, the construction of the Corridor Vc motorway improves the 

connection of BiH with neighbouring countries and improves the potential for economic 

development. The project has the strong support of the Government of the Federation of BiH, 

and is expected to enable Bosnia and Herzegovina better integration with economic and social 

structures in Europe. 

Corridor Vc in BiH includes four main sections, referred to in FBiH Government 

documents as lots, as follows: 

• Lot 1: Svilaj on the Sava River (connection to Corridor X) - Doboj South; 

• Lot 2: Doboj South - Sarajevo South (Tarčin); 

• Lot 3: Sarajevo South (Tarčin) - Mostar North; 

• Lot 4: Mostar North - Bijača on the southern border with Croatia. 
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Figure 1. Overview of the route of Corridor Vc and expressways in the Federation of BiH 

The part of Corridor Vc that passes through the Federation of BiH is 273 km. In addition, 

the construction of the motorway Žepče - Tuzla - Brčko - Orašje is planned, as well as several 

expressways as a basis for connecting the Federation of BiH in regional and further international 

traffic flows with modern roads: 

Ord. 
No. 

Relation 
Type of 

road 

1. Sarajevo – Zenica – RS – Odžak – Svilaj (Corridor Vc-North) Motorway 

2. 
Sarajevo – Mostar – connection with Adriatic-Ionian 
motorway Split - Ploče (Corridor Vc-South) 

Motorway 

3. 
Počitelj – Stolac – Neum – Trebinje(RS)/Dubrovnik(RH)- 
border with Montenegro (Adriatic-Ionian motorway) 

Motorway 

4. 
Tuzla – Brčko (connection to Corridor DDS) - Orašje - border 
with Croatia (connection to Corridor X) 

Motorway 

5.  Žepče – Tuzla  Motorway 

6. Lašva – Travnik – Jajce – Bihać - Velika Kladuša Expressway 

7. Sarajevo – Goražde – border with Serbia Expressway 

8. Mostar – Široki Brijeg – Grude - border with Croatia Expressway 

9. 
Nević Polje– Bugojno – Kupres – Livno – border with 
Croatia 

Expressway 
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2.1.Vision 
 

Create road infrastructure of the highest rank, equivalent to the most modern roads in 

the world. 

 

 

2.2.Mission 
 

We build, manage and maintain the highest level road infrastructure, acting socially 

responsibly with a special focus on environmental compliance and traffic safety. 

 

 

2.3. Strategy 
 

The strategy of JP Autoceste is that, by achieving the planned tasks, with quality staff, 

good coordination and organization, a quality information system achieves profitable business 

and positive financial results, and, indirectly through better transport connections, has a 

significant impact on overall economic development in the environment in which it is located.  

Since the planned expansion in construction in the Corridor Vc area, in the coming 

period a significant impact on gross domestic product (GDP) in the Federation of BiH can be 

expected through increased employment, expansion of the construction sector and production 

and sale of construction materials needed for construction.  
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3. Swot analysis 

The advantage of this Company should be to dedicate itself to the internal economy, 

optimizing business costs with continuous measurement of results. The development and basis 

of the business policy of the Company, viewed through the prism of the analysis of the current 

situation, should be: 

• That there is a noticeable dynamics of growth and development of the Company; 

• Every year the market expands through the construction of the motorway and 

ancillary facilities necessary to generate toll revenues; 

• The segment of fees for the use of road land and fees for performing ancillary 

activities on motorways will be expanded; 

• Professional attitude towards suppliers/contractors and striving to adhere to all 

elements of the contract, as well as strict control of performed works; 

• To pay special attention to the maintenance of the motorway and other fixed assets; 

• Improving services to motorway users by introducing a post-paid service, smart 

cards; 

• Recruitment and quality training of new staff in accordance with the needs of the 

Company; 

• Wider social interest that the Company can achieve as a driver of the rest of the 

economy in BiH; 

• Socially and environmentally responsible action. 

SWOT analysis presents an objective overview of strengths and weaknesses as internal 

factors and opportunities, and threats as external factors. 
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Strength  

 

• Quality of services 

• Image and recognisability 

• Commitment of employees to the 
success of the Company and 
continuous education 

• Care for the community, the 
environment, socially responsible 
business activities 

• Developmental orientation and 
monitoring of world trends in the field of 
motorway construction and 
maintenance 

• Good corporate governance practices 

• Support from the executive and 
legislative branches 

• Quality management system 
 

Weakness  

 

• Impossibility of self-financing of 
significant development projects 
without external sources of funds 

• Indefinite and lengthy process of 
ratification of agreements and 
achievement of operability of funds on 
international loan lines 

• Poor technical solutions due to 
insufficient or inadequate research 
work, which leads to changes in 
projects, variations  

• Court disputes in the expropriation 
procedure that prevent the entry into 
possession and execution of works 
within the agreed time 

 

Opportunity  

 

• Monitoring the wishes, needs and 
expectations of customers - service 
users 

• Innovating services through various 
payment systems and methods to 
make it easier for users to use the 
service 

• Competitive price in relation to the 
quality of service 

• Recruitment and strengthening of the 
personnel base that will be able to take 
over the acquired knowledge and 
experience 

• Expansion of business - technical 
cooperation with business partners 

• Achieving up-to-datedness in business 
and introduction of a modern 
information system that will enable 
simpler performance of managerial 
functions (planning, organization, 
staffing, management and control of 
business and toll collection system) 

• Implementation of construction projects 
(motorways, traffic-technical 
equipment, etc.) in accordance with 
European directives and standards 

Threat  

 

• Unstable political and economic 
environment in BiH and the region 

• No systemic framework has been 
created in BiH for significant 
development of economic activities 

• Non-compliance with legal regulations 

• Underdeveloped segment of 
supporting industries in the field of civil 
engineering 
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4. BUSINESS ORGANIZATION 

The organization of the operations of JP Autoceste ensures the performance of activities from the activities of the Company determined by 

the Law on Roads, the Statute and other general acts of the Company. Performance of tasks is regulated through basic and independent 

organizational units designed in a way that ensures legal, responsible, efficient and economical performance of tasks of JP Autoceste. 

 

Total employees on 
31-Dec-2020 

467 
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4.1. CURRENT SITUATION ANALYSIS 

The route of the Corridor Vc motorway in the length of approximately 320 km stretches 

from the northern to the southern border of BiH. It is considered that this route will represent the 

most frequent road route with the most users of goods and passenger transport services.  

So far, 102 km of the motorway has been completely built and is in use, and which refer 

to the following sections, i.e. sub-sections: Zenica South - Sarajevo North, Sarajevo North - 

Sarajevo West, Sarajevo West - Tarčin, Zvirovići - Bijača (from the Međugorje loop to the Bijača 

border crossing) and Svilaj - Odžak.   

The construction of the above-mentioned sub-sections was financed through the loan 

framework concluded between Bosnia and Herzegovina and international loan institutions, 

except for the section Kakanj - Sarajevo North, which was financed from the FBiH budget. Part 

of the Sarajevo bypass, Lot 3a - sub-section Butila - Vlakovo, is financed from the own funds of 

JP Autoceste. 

During 2020, due to the declaration of the COVID 19 virus pandemic, which had an 

impact on all economic flows, lower revenues from excise duty on fuel were realized, as well as 

tolls in relation to the planned values, i.e. less than in the previous year.   

In 2020, construction continued/started from effective loan funds, as follows:  

• KFAED (KVD 10.5 million) - continuation of construction of the Drivuša - Klopče 

section; 

• OFID (EUR 24 million and USD 48 million) - to continue the construction of the 

Klopče - Donja Gračanica section; 

• EBRD (EUR 76 million) - for the continuation and completion of the second phase of 

the construction of the Svilaj - Odžak section, and the continuation of the construction 

of the Klopče - Donja Gračanica section;  

• EBRD (EUR 80 million) - for the continuation of the construction of the Vraca - Donja 

Gračanica section and the Buna - Počitelj section; 

• EIB (EUR 100 million) - continuation of construction of the Počitelj - Zvirovići section; 

• EIB (EUR 50 million) - continuation of construction of the Ponirak - Vraca section; 

• OFID loan (USD 27.15 million and EUR 24.3 million) to finance the construction of 

the Vranduk - Ponirak sub-section.  

 

a) The prescribed conditions for the validity of the following loan agreements 

have been met and the funds of the following loans have become operational:  

 

• KFAED loan in the amount of approximately EUR 36 million for the Nemila - 

Vranda sub-section. The Loan Agreement was signed on February 19, 2019 in 

Sarajevo. After delivery of the documentation to the loanor, the Loan Agreement 

became final and these loan funds have been operational from November 26, 2020.   

• EBRD in the amount of EUR 180 million to finance the construction of Tarčin - Ivan 

sub-sections: LOT 2 Ivan tunnel (EUR 50 million), Poprikuša - Nemila section (EUR 70 

million) and Mostar South sub-section - Kvanj tunnel (EUR 60 million). On November 

26, 2020, a notification was received from the EBRD on the validity of the Loan 

Agreement. 
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b) Activities on fulfilment of conditions for validity/withdrawal of the first tranche 

of the following loan agreements are in progress:  

• EIB in the amount of EUR 100 million to finance the construction of the Kvanj - Buna 

tunnel sub-section: The Financing Agreement was ratified on October 2, 2018, and in 

November 2018, the Subsidiary Agreement and the Financing Sub-Agreement were 

signed. The remaining condition for withdrawing the first tranche of the loan is the 

choice of technical assistance for the PIU.  

• EBRD in the amount of EUR 60 million to finance the construction of the Putnikovo 

brdo - Medakovo section. This loan is part of a broader Loan Agreement for Doboj 

Bypass in the amount of EUR 210 million (Republika Srpska and the Federation). The 

Loan Agreement was signed on May 9, 2019, and ratified in February 2020. After the 

signing of the Project Implementation Agreement between the EBRD and JP 

Autoceste, the Loan Sub-Agreement and the Subsidiary Agreement will be signed.   

• EIB Financing Agreement in the amount of EUR 140 million for the construction of 

the sections: Tarčin - Ivan (EUR 50 million) and Poprikuša - Nemila (EUR 90 million). 

The Loan Agreement was signed in February and ratified in October 2020. In 

December 2020, the Loan Sub-Agreement and the Subsidiary Agreement were 

signed.  

 

c) Other loan insurance activities, as follows:  

• The EIB Borrowing Initiative in the amount of EUR 340 million for the 

construction of the Medakovo - Poprikuše section has been launched. The 

Council of Ministers of BiH, at the proposal of the Ministry of Finance and Treasury of 

BiH, on November 26, 2020, accepted the Initiative. The Financing Agreement 

between the EIB and BiH was signed at the end of 2020. 

• An Initiative for borrowing from OFID in the amount of EUR 25 million has been 

launched for additional financing of the construction of the Vranduk - Ponirak section 

on Corridor Vc. The mentioned initiative was adopted by the Management Board and 

the Supervisory Board of JP Autoceste and the relevant ministry gave its consent to it, 

while at the beginning of September 2019, a negative response was received from the 

Federal Ministry of Finance to the initiative in question with instructions for finding more 

favourable sources of funding. The Federal Ministry of Transport and Communications 

has requested OFID to submit a new bid in accordance with the opinion of the Federal 

Ministry of Finance. 

• The Borrowing Initiative for the construction of sections from Ovčara to Mostar 

South has been launched. Namely, by the Memorandum of Understanding signed 

on February 26, 2018 between the entity ministries of transport and communications 

and the EBRD, funds are planned to finance the construction of the motorway on the 

sections from the Ivan Tunnel to Mostar South in the amount of 240 million Euros. In 

June 2019, the Government of the Federation adopted a conclusion adopting the 

Information on the manner of implementation and financial framework for the sections 

from Ovčara to Mostar South.  

 The European Investment Bank (EIB) and the European Bank for 

Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) have submitted a letter of intent to JP 

Autoceste, i.e. letters of intent to participate in financing projects for the construction 

of the motorway section from Ovčara to Mostar North in the length of approximately 34 
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kilometres with a potential loan amount of up to EUR 600 million. The request for 

indebtedness for the construction of sections from Ovčara to Mostar South was sent 

to the Federal Ministry of Transport and Communications and the Federal Ministry of 

Finance. The Federal Ministry of Finance gave a positive opinion on the text of the 

mission letter.  

In March 2020, the EBRD submitted to the Government of the Federation of 

BiH and JP Autoceste a Mission Letter for co-financing the construction of the Mostar 

North - Mostar South section. The request for indebtedness for the construction of 

sections from Ovčara to Mostar South was sent to the Federal Ministry of Transport 

and Communications and the Federal Ministry of Finance. At the session held on 

November 12, 2020, the Government of FBiH adopted the Information on the Status 

of the Mission Letter of the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development dated 

March 12, 2020 and on the draft text of the EBRD Mission Letter dated October 16, 

2020. for financing the construction of the section of the motorway Mostar North - 

Mostar South on Corridor Vc through a loan from the EBRD and commercial banks. 

The Government of FBiH confirmed the acceptability of the innovative structure of 

financing the construction of this section and instructed the Federal Ministry of 

Transport and Communications, the Federal Ministry of Finance and JP Autoceste to 

carry out all necessary activities related to the next steps needed to draft the final text 

of the Mission Letter, which will then be submitted to it for approval. 

 

European Union grant  

As the end user of loans from European banks, JP Autoceste is also able to apply for 

non-refundable pre-accession funds of the European Union (Connectivity Agenda) which are 

realized through the Investment Framework for the Western Balkans.   

The first agreement that was signed and implemented was the Grant Agreement for 

co-financing the construction of the Svilaj - Odžak section. 

The second Grant Agreement was signed on December 17, 2019 for the Ponirak - 

Vraca (Zenica tunnel) sub-section in the amount of EUR 19 million. The Agreement was 

ratified by the Presidency of BiH and accepted by the Government of FBiH. In December 2020 

the Agreement on the Subgrant and the Subsidiary Agreement were signed. Withdrawal of 

the first tranche of the grant is expected in the first quarter of 2021.  

 

In addition to the aforementioned grants, in 2018, grant applications related to the 

following sections were adopted:   

• Vraca - Donja Gračanica sub-section in the amount of EUR 12.06 million. The 

investment and TA part will be realized through separate agreements. The 

agreements have not been signed yet because the EBRD has not submitted 

the final text of the agreement. 

• Tarčin - entrance to the Ivan tunnel sub-section in the amount of EUR 11.78 

million. The Grant Agreement was signed on July 29, 2020 and referred to the 

ratification procedure. The FBiH Government has accepted the Grant 

Agreement. 

• Tunnel Ivan sub-section in the amount of EUR 11.48 million; The investment 

and TA part will be realized through separate agreements. The agreements 

have not been signed yet because the EBRD has not submitted the final text 

of the agreement. 
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• Buna - Počitelj sub-section in the amount of EUR 8.8 million. The investment 

and TA part will be realized through separate agreements. The agreements 

have not been signed yet because the EBRD has not submitted the final text 

of the agreement. 

• Počitelj - Zvirovići section in the amount of EUR 5 million for supervision 

services. The text of the Grant Agreement is being harmonized.  

 

Also, in December 2019, the WBIF Supervisory Board confirmed the allocation of 

grant funds for the following sections:  

• Poprikuše - Nemila in the amount of EUR 41,174,000; 

• Putnikovo brdo - Medakovo in the amount of EUR 15,550,000. 

The EBRD is expected to submit draft Grant Agreements for both projects in 2021, and the 

agreements to be signed in 2021;  

 

The results of the Fifth Call were announced at the Sofia Summit and the application 

was approved: 

- Tunnel Kvanj - Buna in the amount of: EUR 20,671,580.  

The application for Mostar South - Kvanj Tunnel in the amount of: EUR 17,240,000 was 

positively evaluated, but was not adopted and it will be re-proposed in the Sixth Call. 

 

In October 2020, JP Autoceste submitted applications to the WBIF Sixth Call for 

Investment Grants to co-finance the construction of sections on Corridor Vc, namely: 

• Medakovo – Poprikuše;  

• Ovčari - Entrance to the Prenj Tunnel;  

• Prenj Tunnel;  

• Exit from the Prenj Tunnel - Mostar North. 

 

Also, earlier, WBIF has adopted grant applications for design services that will be 

implemented through the IPF (Infrastructure Project Facility), which will result in the 

development and submission of major projects and sets of studies for the following sections:  

• Ivan – Ovčari worth EUR 2.51 million; 

• Ovčari – entrance to the Prenj Tunnel worth EUR 3.05 million; 

• Salakovac (exit from the Prenj Tunnel) - Mostar North worth EUR 3.9 million.  

 

The preparation of project documentation began in October 2020 and will last for 2 years. 

 

Funds from the FBiH Budget 

 

In addition to sources of financing from international loan funds and own funds, JP 

Autoceste plans to implement infrastructure projects from other sources as well.  

 

The Government of FBiH reached on October 10, 2019. The Decision No. 1155/2019 

on the adoption of the program of spending part of the funds "Capital transfers to public 

companies - transfer for the construction of motorways and expressways" in the amount of 
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BAM 270,000,000. With the mentioned Decision, allocations are planned for projects whose 

implementer is JP Autoceste, namely:  

• Lašva - Nević Polje expressway - planned allocation of BAM 66,000,000 (of which BAM 

11 million refers to expropriation, BAM 53 million to construction and BAM 2 million to 

supervision services);  

• Prača - Goražde expressway, Lot of the Hranjen tunnel - phase I in the amount of 

BAM 110,000,000 (of which BAM 100 million refers to construction and BAM 10 million 

to supervision services).  

In accordance with the above, activities were planned for the next period.  
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5. PLAN OF ACTIVITIES FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE MOTORWAY 
AND EXPRESSWAYS 

 

Graphic representation of sections on Corridor Vc 
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Tabular presentation of the plan for the construction of the motorway and expressway in 2021 

Table 1.  

 

 

Ord. 
No.  

Section km 

Estimated / 
contracted 

(construction + 
supervision) 
value in BAM 

(excluding VAT) 

Source of funding 
Percentage (%) of 
project realization 

Note / current status 

 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7  

A) Sections under construction  

1 
Poprikuše - 

Nemila  
5.5 356,486,038 

EIB EUR 90 mil       
EBRD EUR 70 mil  

Design: Yellow FIDIC Preliminary design has been completed. A contract for the 
construction and supervision of the execution of works 
and technical assistance services has been concluded. 
The contract was concluded according to the Yellow 
FIDIC contract model. An urban permit and an 
environmental permit have been obtained for this section.  

 

Expropriation: 100%  

Construction: 0%  

2 Vranduk - Ponirak 5.3 132,108,163 

OFID EUR 49 mil. (two 
loan lines: USD 27.15 
million and EUR 24.30 

million)  

Design: 100% Main project has been completed. A contract for the 
construction and supervision of the execution of works 
has been concluded. The works were contracted 
according to the Red FIDIC. An urban permit, a 
construction permit and an environmental permit have 
been obtained for this section.  

 

Expropriation: 100%  

Construction: 30%  

3 Ponirak - Vraca         2.7 119,945,626     EIB EUR 50 mil                   

Design: 100% 
Main project has been completed. A contract for 
consulting services for Technical Assistance for the JP 
Autoceste PIU has been concluded. A contract for 
construction and supervision services has been 
concluded. The works were contracted according to the 
Red FIDIC. An urban permit, a construction permit, and 
an environmental permit have been obtained.    

 

Expropriation: 100%  

Construction: 28%  

4 
Vraca – Donja 

Gračanica  
3.5 117,345,045 

EBRD EUR 80 mil. (of 
which approximately 

Design: 100% 
Preliminary design - yellow FIDIC. The main project has 
been completed. Contracts signed for construction works 
and construction supervision services. For this section, an 
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EUR 56.7 million refer 
to this section)   Expropriation: 100% 

urban permit, environmental permit and construction 
permits were obtained for parts of the route (Pečuj tunnel 
- Donja Gračanica loop and connection to M17; Donja 
Gračanica viaduct; Hum tunnel;). For the fourth part of 
this section South exit from the Zenica tunnel to the Donja 
Gračanica loop, the issuance of a construction permit is in 
progress.   

 

Construction: 80%  

5 
Klopče - 

D.Gračanica  
5.8 262,280,883 

OFID EUR 24 mil                
OFID USD 48 mil                       
EBRD EUR 76 mil 
(financing of this 
section EUR 65.1 

million)   

Design: 100% The main project has been completed. Works on this sub-
section have been completed. An urban permit, as well as 
an environmental and construction permit have been 
obtained for this section. The main works have been 
completed, the final works and technical inspection of the 
sub-section have remained. 

 

Expropriation: 100%  

Construction: 99%  

6 

Tarčin - Ivan - Lot 
1. Tračin - 

entrance to the 
Ivan tunnel 

4.9 134,330,881 
EIB EUR 50 mil           

(for Lot 1.)    
        

Design: 100% 

Main project has been completed. An environmental 
permit and an urban permit have been obtained for this 
section. The construction permit was obtained in 12/2019, 
together with Lot 2 Ivan Tunnel. A contract for the 
construction and supervision of the execution of works 
has been concluded. The procedure for technical 
assistance services for the PIU has been merged with the 
procedure for the procurement of technical assistance on 
the section Kvanj-Buna and the procedure is in progress. 
The works have been contracted according to the Red 
FIDIC.  

 

Expropriation: 100%  

Construction: 15%  

7 
Tarčin - Ivan Lot 2. 

Ivan tunnel 
2 116,327,527 

  
EBRD EUR 50 mil       

(for Lot 2.)           

Design: 100% Main project has been completed. Contracts for the 
performance of works and supervision services have 
been concluded. An environmental permit, urban permit 
and construction permit were obtained for this section. 
Construction on the sub-section began at the end of 
2019. The works have been contracted according to the 
Red FIDIC. 

 

Expropriation: 100%  

Construction: 25%  

8 Buna - Počitelj 7.2 46,550,733 
EBRD EUR 80 mil (of 

which EUR 23.3 
Design: 100% 

The main project has been completed. Contracts signed 
for construction and supervision services. The official start 
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million relates to this 
section)      Expropriation: 100% 

of works on this section was on August 3, 2018. An urban 
permit has been obtained, as well as an environmental 
and construction permit. An amendment to the 
construction permit for the relocation of the transmission 
line was obtained. The works have been contracted 
according to the Red FIDIC. 

 

Construction: 82%  

9 Počitelj - Zvirovići 11.1 172,949,609 EIB EUR 100 mil  

Design: 100% 
An urban permit has been obtained, as well as an 
environmental and construction permit. Contracts for the 
execution of works, services for supervision over the 
execution of works and TA for the PIU Unit of JP 
Autoceste have been concluded. The works are divided 
into two lots: Lot 1 Počitelj loop - beginning of the bridge 
Počitelj and end of the bridge Počitelj - Zvirovići, and Lot 
2 Počitelj bridge. The works have been contracted 
according to the Red FIDIC.   

 

Expropriation: 100%  

Construction: 29%  

10 
BC Prača - 

Goražde (I phase) 
13.7     
(5.8) 

72,977,897 

Decision of the 
Government of the 

FBiH on the adoption 
of the program of 

spending part of the 
funds "Capital 

transfers to public 
companies"  

Design: 100% Preliminary design has been completed - Tunnel of length 
L = 5.5 km is done according to the contract model - 
Yellow FIDIC. The main project has been made, a 
construction permit has been issued. Construction 
contract was signed, as well as for the supervision 
services. An environmental permit has been obtained for 
this section and urban permit has been obtained. 

 

Expropriation: 100%  

Construction: 25%  

11 
Regional road 

R2425a Tromeđa - 
Zvirovići  

5.8 6,194,818 
Financing from excise 

revenues 

Design: 100% Main project has been completed. A contract for the 
execution of works and services for supervision over the 
execution of works has been concluded 

 

Construction: 92%  

12 
Sarajevo bypass 

(lot 3B) 
1.5 21,359,977 

Financing from excise 
revenues 

Design: 100% 
The main project has been completed. A tender 
procedure for the selection of contractors is underway. A 
contract has been concluded for supervision services. An 
urban permit, as well as an environmental and 
construction permit have been obtained for this section. 
The works will be contracted according to the Red FIDIC. 

 

Expropriation: 98%  

Construction: 0%  

B) Sections for which the tender procedure is in progress  

13 
Putnikovo brdo - 

Medakovo  
8.5 123,845,405 EBRD EUR 60 mil  

Design: 95% The preparation of the Main Project is in the final phase. 
An environmental permit has been obtained. The works 
will be contracted according to the Red FIDIC. The tender 

 

Expropriation: 10%  
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Construction: 0% 
procedure for the selection of contractors and supervision 
services is underway.  

 

14 Nemila - Vranduk  5.7 70,409,880.00 KFAED EUR 36 mil.  

Design: 100% 
Main project has been completed. Tender procedures for 
the contractor and supervision consulting services are 
ongoing. An urban permit and an environmental permit 
have been obtained. The works will be contracted 
according to the Red FIDIC. The expropriation in the 
previous period was slower than planned as a direct 
consequence of the Covid 19 pandemic. The 
expropriation is expected to be completed by the signing 
of the construction contract.  

 

Expropriation: 85%  

Construction: 0%  

15 
Kvanj - Buna 
(Kvanj tunnel) 

5.2 201,366,923 EIB EUR 100 mil  

Design: Yellow FIDIC 

Preliminary design has been completed. The contract will 
be based on the Yellow FIDIC contract model. Urban and 
environmental permits have been obtained. After the 
selection of technical assistance for the procurement 
procedure for the Kvanj - Buna Tunnel, the procedure for 
the procurement of works for the construction of the 
motorway and consulting services for supervision and 
technical assistance for PIU was initiated. The 
procurement procedure for supervision services has been 
completed and a contract has been signed. The 
procedure for technical assistance services for the PIU 
has been merged with the procedure for procurement of 
technical assistance on the Tarčin - Ivan tunnel sub-
section and the procedure is ongoing.  

 

Expropriation: 95%  

Construction: 0%  

16 
Mostar South - 

Kvanj 
9.2 140,583,567 EBRD EUR 60 mil.  

Design: Yellow FIDIC Preliminary design has been completed. The works will 
be contracted according to the Yellow FIDIC. Obtaining 
environmental permit is in progress, as part of which a 
public hearing on the adoption of the EMS will be held. 
Tender documentation for the selection of contractors is 
being prepared, while the procedure for selecting a 
consultant for supervision services has been initiated. 

 

Expropriation: 80%  

Construction: 0%  

17 
BC Lašva - Nević 
Polje (lot 1. Vitez - 

Nević Polje) 

24.5 
(5.5) 

55,000,000 

Decision of the 
Government of the 

FBiH on the adoption 
of the program of 

Design: 100% 

Main project has been completed. The urban permit and 
the general consent for construction were obtained. The 
tender procedure for the selection of contractors under 
the accelerated procedure is in progress. The works will 
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spending part of the 
funds "Capital 

transfers to public 
companies"  

Expropriation: 40% 
be contracted according to the Red FIDIC. In the previous 
period, the expropriation was slower than planned as a 
direct consequence of the Covid 19 pandemic. It is 
expected that the expropriation will be completed by the 
time the construction contract is signed. 

 

Construction: 0%  

C) Sections for which preparatory activities for construction are in progress  

18 
Medakovo - 

Ozimice 
21.7 340,500,000 

Financing of the entire 
Medakovo - Poprikuše 

section EIB (up to 
EUR 340 million and 

WBIF grant,   

Design: 90% 

The preparation of the Main Project is in progress. The 
urban permit was obtained, and the environmental permit 
was renewed. The works will be contracted according to 
the Red FIDIC. 

 

Expropriation: 0%  

Construction: 0%  

19 
Ozimice - 
Poprikuše 

12.8 355,750,000 

Financing of the entire 
Medakovo - Poprikuše 

section EIB (up to 
EUR 340 million and 

WBIF grant,  

Design:  0% 

Preliminary design was done in 2006, and its analysis and 
optimization during 2013/2014. In the same period, the 
feasibility study for this section was supplemented. An 
environmental permit has been obtained. During 2019, 
project documentation was prepared for the change of the 
final part of Ozimica - Poprikuša, approximately 1.1 km 
long, and a study of expropriation and parcelling from the 
end point of the Poprikuša - Ozimica section, 
approximately 6 km long to the North. A tender has been 
announced for the development of the Main Project. The 
works will be contracted according to the Red FIDIC.  

 

Expropriation: 80% (part 
of the route of 6 km) 

 

Construction: 0%  

20 Ivan - Ovčari 10.5 350,000,000 
EIB and KFAED 

(construction) and 
WBIF (design) 

Design: 0% 
WBIF grant funds were provided for the preparation of the 
Feasibility Study, Environmental Impact Study, 
Preliminary Design, Main Project and revision of the Main 
Project. The ToR for the Main Project has been agreed 
between IFICO, EUD, and IFI. The preparation of study 
documentation began in the first quarter of 2021. 
 
 
 
 

 

Expropriation: 0%  

Construction: 0%  
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21 
Ovčari - Mostar 

South 
           

21 A Ovčari - Prenj 11 303,544,816 

 EIB and EBRD                
(up to EUR 600 

million) it was also 
applied for WBIF grant 

funds 

Design: 0% 

Preliminary design has been completed. WBIF grant 
funds were provided for the development of the main 
project. The TOR is harmonized between IFICO, EUD 
and IFI and covers everything required by the application. 
IPF 8 is in charge of the implementation. The preparation 
of the study documentation started in the third quarter of 
2020, the beginning of the development of the main 
project is expected in the first quarter of 2021. Preliminary 
water approval has been obtained. The Environmental 
Impact Study was approved by the Federal Ministry of 
Environment and Tourism and public hearings were held. 
An application for an environmental permit has been 
submitted. Development of an amendment to the 
Environmental Impact Study is in progress. Urban permit 
will be obtained after the environmental permit. 

 

Expropriation: 0%  

Construction: 0%  

21 B Tunnel Prenj  12 488,175,168 

 EIB and EBRD                
(up to EUR 600 

million) it was also 
applied for WBIF grant 

funds 

Design: Yellow FIDIC 

The preliminary design for the Prenj tunnel has been 
completed. In cooperation with external associates, the 
Program of additional investigative works was made. The 
realization of the part of the Program related to 
hydrogeological research and trial IG mapping and 
research from the Program of additional research works is 
in progress. Previous water approval has been obtained. 
The Environmental Impact Study was approved by the 
Federal Ministry of Environment and Tourism and public 
hearings were held. An application for an environmental 
permit has been submitted. Through the WBIF grant, 
activities have been started to draft an amendment to the 
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Expropriation: 0% 

Environmental Impact Study as well as accompanying 
documentation related to the social and environmental 
issues of the project. 
The implementation of the project is planned according to 
the Yellow FIDIC. In cooperation with CTP Zagreb, a ToR 
was prepared for the preparation of Quantitative Risk 
Analysis and accompanying studies (Ventilation Study, 
Risk Assessment Study for Transport of Hazardous 
Materials, Fire Risk Assessment Study). Funding and 
preparation of the Analysis and accompanying studies will 
be realized through the fund that implements the 
Technical Assistance Program of the European Union - 
Connecta. The beginning of the study was in June 2020, 
and the completion is scheduled for December 2020. Due 
to the situation with the pandemic, the deadline set for 
December was not met. Preparation of study 
documentation for risk analysis is underway, expected to 
be completed in the second quarter of 2021. 

 

Construction: 0%  

21 
C 

Tunnel Prenj (exit) 
-  

Mostar North 
13 264,428,216 

 EIB and EBRD                
(up to EUR 600 

million) it was also 
applied for WBIF grant 

funds 

Design: 0% 

Preliminary design has been completed. Previous water 
approval has been obtained. The Environmental Impact 
Study was approved by the Federal Ministry of 
Environment and Tourism and public hearings were held. 
An application for an environmental permit has been 
submitted. The development of the supplement to the 
Environmental Impact Study through the WBIF grant 
began in October 2020. The urban permit will be obtained 
after the environmental permit. The implementation of the 
project is planned according to the Red Fidic contracting 
conditions. WBIF grant funds were provided for the 
development of the main project. The preparation of the 
study documentation started in the third quarter of 2020, 
the beginning of the preparation of the main project is 
expected in January 2021. 

 

Expropriation: 0%  

Construction: 0%  
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21 
D  

Mostar North - 
Mostar South 

15 488,957,500 

 EBRD (EUR 50 mil) 
Consortium of 

domestic banks (EUR 
150 mil) and  

WBiF (approx. EUR 50 
million or 20% of the 

contracted value) 

Design: 0% 

It is planned to draft a Preliminary Design and Main 
Project. Previously made projects do not correspond 
position-wise, because the route of the motorway was 
changed. The route was changed in accordance with the 
Spatial Plan of special features of importance for the 
Federation - Motorway on Corridor Vc. Exploratory works 
have been performed for this sub-section and a 
preliminary geotechnical mission G1 has been prepared 
for the route adopted by the Spatial Plan. The ToR for the 
preparation of the Environmental Impact Study and the 
Study for obtaining prior water approval have been 
prepared. The preparation of the Environmental Impact 
Study and other documents according to the EBRD's 
environmental and social policy is underway. The subject 
documentation is financed by a grant from the EBRD, and 
the consultant is Enova d.o.o. Sarajevo. After that, the 
EMS and accompanying documents had to be 
supplemented, prior water approval had to be obtained, a 
public hearing on the adoption of the EMS had to be held, 
and then environmental permit had to be obtained. The 
EMS was completed by the consulting company ENOVA 
d.o.o. Sarajevo, and sent for review to the EBRD. 
The urban permit will be obtained after the environmental 
permit. The works will be contracted according to the Red 
FIDIC. 

 

Expropriation: 0%  

Construction: 0%  
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A) SECTIONS UNDER CONSTRUCTION 

 

5.1. POPRIKUŠE – NEMILA SECTION  

  Section length: 5.5 km; Expropriation: 100% 

Preliminary design of this sub-section was completed in 2006, and in order to optimize 

costs during 2014, its analysis was done. During 2017, the supplementation of the project 

documentation was completed. An urban permit has been obtained for this section and the 

environmental permit has been renewed. The method of construction is according to the 

Yellow FIDIC contract model.  

One of the most significant structures on the subject section is the Golubinja tunnel (L = 

3659 / 3659m), the bridges: Golubinja 1 (L = 423.5 / 476.5 m) and Bosna (L = 196/204 m), 

and the Golubinja viaducts 2 (L = 138/138 m) and Kovanići (L = 116/120 m). The Poprikuša 

loop as well as the Traffic Control Centre also belong to the section in question.  

 

FINANCIER: EIB in the amount of EUR 140 million - of which EUR 90 million refers to this section 
(the procedure for signing the Subsidiary Agreement and the Loan Subcontract is in progress) and 
the EBRD loan of EUR 180 million, of which EUR 70 million refers to this section (loan is effective). 
A grant application in the amount of EUR 41.1 million was also approved.  

  

Date of 
contract 

Contractor / Supervisor 

Contract 
value 

(excluding 
VAT) 

Construction 
contract 

16 November 
2020 

Cangiz Insaat Sanayi ve Ticaret A.S. 
Tursaka  

EUR 
177,828,417  

Contract for 
supervision 
services 

29 April 2020 IRD Engineering S.r.I.  EUR 4,400,000  

Consulting 
services for 
project 
management 

23 June 2020 
JV Hill Internation N.V. and OMEK 

Consulting Engineers S.A.   
EUR 1,189,301  

Deadline for completion of the contract: June 2024 (start of works: December 2020) 

 

5.2. VRANDUK - PONIRAK SUB-SECTION 

     Section length: 5.3 km; Expropriation: 100% 

Preliminary design was done in 2006, and route optimization was completed in 2013. 

In 2018, the main project was completed, the urban permit was obtained, as well as the 

environmental and construction permit. The works were contracted according to the Red 

FIDIC. The most important facilities on this section are the Vranduk 1 bridge (L = 390 m), the 

Vranduk 2 bridge (L = 340 m), the Vranduk tunnel (L = 400 m) and 3 smaller viaducts with a 

total length of 300 m.  

 

FINANCIER: OFID - OPEC International Development Fund                                                                           
Two loan lines: USD 27.15 million and EUR 24.30 million. Funds are effective.  

  

Date od 
contract 

Contractor / Supervisor 
Contract value 

(excluding 
VAT) 

Construction 
contract 

15 May 2019 
Consortium AZVIRT Ltd and Hering 

d.d. 
EUR 

65,463,931  
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Contract for 
supervision services 

08 May 2019 
Consortium DRI upravljanje investicij 

d.o.o. and Divel d.o.o. 
EUR 2,081,900  

Consulting services 
for project 
management 

23 June 
2020 

Institut za građevinarstvo „IG“ d.o.o. 
Banja Luka and Saraj inžinjering d.o.o. 

Sarajevo  
BAM 857,000  

Deadline for completion of the contract: end of August 2021 (start of works on August 19, 2019). 

 

The works on the facilities are proceeding with satisfactory dynamics, while the works 

on the route are delayed due to the weak engagement of the Contractor and the need to 

change the project documentation. On some parts of the route, the project has already been 

changed (Sector 4A) and the works are being performed according to the new project. For 

other sectors of the open part of the route, amendments to the project documentation are 

being prepared. 

 

 

5.3. PONIRAK – VRACA SUB-SECTION (ZENICA TUNNEL) 

     Section length: 2.7 km; Expropriation: 100% 

 

Main project for this section has been completed. Urban permit, as well as 

environmental and construction permits have been obtained. The works were contracted 

according to the Red FIDIC. The most important facility on this sub-section is the Zenica tunnel 

with a total length of 2,400 meters. 

 

FINANCIER: EIB                                                                                                                                           
A loan of EUR 50 million. Loan funds are effective. Also, the Agreement on Grant Funds in the 
amount of EUR 19 million was signed on December 17, 2019 and it was sent to the ratification 
procedure. 

  

Date od contract Contractor / Supervisor 
Contract value 

(excluding 
VAT) 

Construction contract 01 August 2019 Euro - Asfalt d.o.o. Sarajevo EUR 59,408,825  

Contract for 
supervision services 10 September 2019 

PROYAPI Engineering and 
Consulting INC  

EUR 1,918,400  

Contract for the PIU 
technical assistance 
services 

22 March 2019 Roughton International Ltd EUR 574,000  

Deadline for completion of the contract: end of April 2022 (start of works on October 29, 2019). 

 

The works are being carried out continuously with a certain delay due to geological 

conditions that are worse than projected. 
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5.4.  VRACA  – DONJA GRAČANICA SUB-SECTION 

   Section length: 3.5 km; Expropriation: 100% 

  

For the construction of the Vraca - Donja Gračanica section, a Construction Contract 

was signed according to the model of the Yellow FIDIC contract. The Main project has been 

completed. The official start of the implementation of the Contract is November 27, 2018. An 

urban permit, environmental permit and construction permits for parts of the route were 

obtained for this section (Pečuj tunnel - Donja Gračanica loop and connection to the M17; 

Donja Gračanica viaduct; Hum tunnel;). For the fourth part of this section South exit from the 

Zenica tunnel to the Donja Gračanica loop, the issuance of a construction permit is in progress.  

The most important facilities on this sub-section are the Donja Gračanica viaduct (L = 400 m), 

the Hum tunnel (L = 420 m) and the Vraca tunnel (L = 350 m). 

 

 

FINANCIER: EBRD                                                                                                                          
Financing from the EBRD loan of EUR 80 million (of which approximately EUR 56.7 million relates 
to this section). The mentioned loan line is also for financing the construction of the Buna - Počitelj 
section. Also, grant funds in the amount of EUR 12.06 million were approved. 

  

Date od contract Contractor / Supervisor 
Contract value 

(excluding 
VAT) 

Construction 
contract 

08 November 
2018 

Cengiz Insaat Sanayi ve Ticaret 
A.S. 

EUR 
57,572,709  

Contract for 
supervision services 31 July 2018 

Consortium Technical S.p.A 
(leader) and TZI Inžinjering d.o.o. 

EUR 2,424,860  

Contract for the PIU 
technical assistance 
services 

22 February 2019 IPSA Institut d.o.o. Sarajevo BAM 507,885  

Deadline for completion of the contract: end of May 2021 (start of works on November 27, 2018) 

 

The works are progressing at a favourable pace, so the completion of the works is 

expected before the agreed deadline. 

 

5.5. KLOPČE - DONJA GRAČANICA SUB-SECTION (PEČUJ TUNNEL) 

       Section length: 5.8 km; Expropriation: 100% 

The works were contracted according to the Red FIDIC. The most important facilities on 

this sub-section are: the Pečuj tunnel (L = 1,000 m), the Ričice tunnel (L = 680 m), the artificial 

tunnel (L = 200 m), and four viaducts, namely: Ričice (L = 180 m), Pehare L = 390 m), Babina 

Rijeka (L = 600 m) and Klopačke Stijene (L = 120 m) 
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FINANCIER: OFID (OPEC Fund for International Development) and EBRD  
OFID in the amount of approximately EUR 60 million through two loan lines (USD 48 million and 
EUR 24 million). EBRD through a loan in the amount of EUR 76 million (of which approximately 
EUR 65.1 million relates to this section). 

  

Date od 
contract 

Contractor / Supervisor 
Contract value 

(excluding VAT) 

Construction contract 09 May 2016 Euro - Asfalt d.o.o. & Strabag AG EUR 126,846,081  

Contract for 
supervision services 07 May 2016 

Consortium Egis International and 
IPSA Institut d.o.o. 

EUR 7,256,005  

Deadline for completion of the contract: end of 2020 (start of works on June 1, 2016). 

 

The main works were completed at the end of 2020. The final calculation and technical 

acceptance of works are left to be done. 

 

 

5.6. TARČIN - IVAN SECTION - LOT 1. TARČIN – ENTRANCE TO THE IVAN TUNNEL  
         Section length: 4.9 km; Expropriation: 100% 

The Tarčin - Ivan sub-section is divided into two lots: Lot 1. Tarčin - entrance to the 

Ivan tunnel and Lot 2. Ivan tunnel. The works were contracted according to the Red FIDIC. An 

environmental permit and an urban permit have been obtained for this section. A construction 

permit was also obtained. One double-sided rest area and two bridges have been designed 

on this section (L1 = 518 m and L2 = 589 m). 

 

FINANCIER: EIB up to EUR 140 million (of which EUR 50 million relates to this section) 

  

Date od 
contract 

Contractor / Supervisor 
Contract value 

(excluding 
VAT) 

Construction contract 24 August 2020 JV Euroasfalt - Granit EUR 66,584,029  

Contract for 
supervision services 11 August 2020. Institut IGH d.d. EUR 2,098,260  

Contract for technical 
assistance services 
during the tender 
procedure 

17 July 2019 IPSA Institut d.o.o. Sarajevo EUR 49,800  

Deadline for completion of the contract: May 2022 (start of works: September 2020) 

 

. The works are proceeding with satisfactory dynamics. 

 

 

5.7. TARČIN - IVAN SECTION – LOT 2. IVAN TUNNEL 

         Section length: 2 km; Expropriation: 100% 

The Tarčin - Ivan sub-section is divided into two lots: Lot 1. Tarčin - entrance to the 

Ivan tunnel and Lot 2. Ivan tunnel (L = 1,760 m). Realization of construction is carried out 
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according to the Red FIDIC. An environmental permit, urban permit and construction permit 

were obtained for this section.  

 

FINANCIER: EBRD 
The loan for the Ivan Tunnel sub-section amounts to EUR 50 million and is part of a loan of EUR 
180 million. Loan funds are effective. Grant funds in the amount of EUR 11.48 million were also 
approved.                                                                                                                                             

  

Date od 
contract 

Contractor / Supervisor 
Contract value 

(excluding VAT) 

Construction 
contract 

28 October 
2019 

Euro - Asfalt d.o.o. Sarajevo EUR 57,628,570  

Contract for 
supervision services 

11 October 
2019 

IRD Engineering S.r.I. EUR 1,848,750  

Contract for the PIU 
technical assistance 
services 

01 October 
2019 

Joint Venture: Institut za 
građevinarstvo IG d.o.o. Banja 

Luka and KREBS+KEIFER 
Eastern Europe GmbH 

EUR 687,600  

Deadline for completion of the contract: end of May 2022 (start of works on November 23, 2019). 

 

The works are performed according to the planned dynamics.  

5.8. BUNA - POČITELJ SECTION 

       Section length: 7.2 km; Expropriation: 100% 

There are no significant facilities on the Buna - Počitelj section. The section includes 

two animal corridors, two overpasses and one underpass.  

FINANCIER: EBRD                                                                                                                                          
The loan for the Buna - Počitelj section amounts to EUR 23.3 million, and is part of the EBRD loan 
in the amount of EUR 80 million. Grant funds in the amount of EUR 8.8 million were also approved 
to finance this section. 

  

Date od 
contract 

Contractor / Supervisor 
Contract value 

(excluding VAT) 

Construction 
contract 

18 May 2018 Hering d.d. Široki Brijeg EUR 21,959,302  

Contract for 
supervision services 08 May 2018 

Consortium Aecom Inocsa SLU 
and Aecom d.o.o. 

EUR 1,841,710  

Deadline for completion of the contract: first half of 2021 (start of works on August 3, 2018). 
Activities to extend the deadline are in the process.  

 

Completion of works is delayed due to insufficient engagement of the Contractor. The 

works are expected to be largely completed in the first half of 2021. Until the adjacent sections 

are completed; Počitelj - Zvirovići and Kvanj - Buna, this section will not be able to be put into 

use. 

 

 

5.9. POČITELJ -  ZVIROVIĆI SECTION 

         Section length: 11.1 km; Expropriation: 100% 

The project is divided into two lots: Lot 1: Počitelj - beginning of the Počitelj bridge and 

end of the Počitelj bridge - Zvirovići and LOT 2: Počitelj bridge (L = 975 m). The works were 
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contracted according to the Red FIDIC. On this section next to the Počitelj bridge, the most 

important facilities are: the Počitelj tunnel (L = 1,200 m), 3 viaducts with a total length of 250 

m, and the Počitelj loop and toll booth.   

FINANCIER: EIB                                                                                                                                              
The loan amounts to EUR 100 million. Loan funds are effective. WBIF grants in the amount of EUR 
5 million were approved for supervision services on the Počitelj - Zvirovići section. The 
harmonization of the text on the grant is in progress. 

  

Date od 
contract 

Contractor / Supervisor 
Contract value 

(excluding VAT) 

Construction contract 
for LOT1 

20 June 
2019 

China State Construction 
Engineering Corporation Limited 

EUR 56,522,841  

Construction contract 
for LOT2 

20 June 
2019 

Consortium of Azvirt Limited 
Liability Company and 

Sinohydro Corporation Limited 
and Powerchina Roadbridge 

Group Co 

EUR 28,114,890  

Contract for supervision 
services 

11 June 
2019 

IRD Engineering S.r.I. EUR 3,790,000  

Contract for the PIU 
technical assistance 
services 

18 June 
2019 

JV Ipsa Institut d.o.o. Sarajevo 
B&H and VCE Vienna 

Consulting Engineers ZT GmbH 
Austria 

EUR 299,855  

Deadline for completion of the contract: end of September 2021 - Lot 1; end of March 2022 - Lot 2 
(start of works of both lots is on September 26, 2019). 

 

Currently, the works on Lot 2 are being performed continuously, however, at the 

beginning of the construction, significant delays were recorded due to the slow mobilization of 

the Contractor, while the works on Lot 1 are being performed continuously. 

 

 

5.10. PRAČA – GORAŽDE EXPRESSWAY ( PHASE I ) 

       Section length: 5.8 km; Expropriation: 100% 

Preliminary design has been done for this section of the motorway. The Main project 

has been prepared, a construction permit has been issued. An environmental permit and an 

urban permit have been obtained for this section.  

Construction contract for Lot 1. Phase I, which includes excavation (perforation) and 

construction of the primary support of the main and service pipe of the Hranjen tunnel as the 

main facility on the route of this 5.5 km long expressway. The works are contracted according 

to the Yellow FIDIC contract and were officially started in early February 2019.  

  

Date od contract Contractor / Supervisor 
Contract value 

(excluding 
VAT) 

Construction contract 22 September 2018 Euro - asfalt d.o.o. Sarajevo BAM 69,999,900  

Contract for 
supervision services 05 February 2019 IPSA - Institut d.o.o. Sarajevo BAM 2,977,997  

Deadline for completion of the contract: February 2022 (start of works on February 12, 2019). 
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Due to the significantly worse geology in the tunnel than expected and the inadequate 

(insufficiently professional) engagement of the Contractor, the works are progressing 

significantly slower. As a consequence, the value of the works will increase and the 

construction period will be extended.  

 

5.11. REGIONAL ROAD R425A ON TROMEĐA – ZVIROVIĆI SECTION 

         Section length: 5.8 km;  

 

According to the Decision of the Government of the FBiH number: 512/2018 of 12 April 

2018, the realization of the Project "Rehabilitation of the regional road R425a, Tromeđa - 

Trebižat section" was approved, and JP Autoceste was appointed as the project implementer. 

Construction financing is done with own funds.  

  

Date od 
contract 

Contractor / 
Supervisor 

Contract 
value 

(excluding 
VAT) 

Construction contract 
18 April 2019 

KTM BRINA d.o.o. 
Posušje 

BAM 
4,656,822  

Construction contract (additional 
works) 

27 July 2020 
KTM BRINA d.o.o. 

Posušje 
BAM 

124,534  

Construction contract (additional 
works) 

09 May 2020 
KTM BRINA d.o.o. 

Posušje 
BAM 

930,920  

Contract for supervision services 
24 April 2019 

Consortium IPSA 
Institut d.o.o. Sarajevo 
and IGH d.o.o. Mostar 

BAM 
371,347  

Contract for supervision of 
additional works 

11 December 
2020 

Consortium IPSA 
Institut d.o.o. Sarajevo 
and IGH d.o.o. Mostar 

BAM 
111,195  

Deadline for completion of the contract: January 2021 (start of works is April 18, 2019). 

 

At the end of January 2021, the works on this regional road were completed. 

 

5.12. SARAJEVO BYPASS LOT 3B  
         Section length: 1.5 km; Expropriation: 98% 

Preparatory activities for the construction of the Sarajevo bypass Lot 3B, which stretches 

from the Vlakovo loop to the connection to the Mostar crossroad, were completed earlier. 

  

Date od contract Contractor / Supervisor 
Contract value 

(excluding 
VAT) 

Construction 
contract 

04 December 
2020 

Euro - asfalt d.o.o. Sarajevo 
BAM 

19,900,000  

Contract for 
supervision services 

19 March 2019 

Consortium: Divel d.o.o. 
Sarajevo, Saraj Inžinjering d.o.o. 

Sarajevo and Institut za 
građevinarstvo "IG" d.o.o. Banja 

Luka 

BAM 1,459,997  

Deadline for completion of the contract: end of February 2022 (start of works at the end of 2020). 

 

The construction will be financed with own funds.  
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B) SECTIONS FOR WHICH THE TENDER PROCEDURE IS IN PROGRESS 

 
5.13. PUTNIKOVO BRDO – MEDAKOVO  
       Section length: 8.5 km; Expropriation: 10% 

 For this section, the preparation of the Main Project is in the final phase. An 

environmental permit has been obtained. The works will be contracted according to the Red 

FIDIC. On the complete section (according to the existing documentation), the following 

facilities are planned in total: seven bridges on the motorway (Usora 1 L = 276/276 m; Kraševo 

L = 78 / 78m; Tešanjka 1 L = 228 / 228m; Tešanjka 2 L = 162/162 m; Matanovićevo brdo L = 

30 / 30m; Bedaci L = 30/30 m, Medakovo Bridge L = 30/30), four smaller bridges on the 

regulation of the rivers Usora and Tešanjka, one cut & cover system (L = 220 m), four 

underpasses, two loops with all necessary facilities, and one Traffic management and control 

centre. Also, part of the project is the regulation of the river Usora in the length required for 

the construction of the section of the motorway on the Corridor Vc, the regulation of Tešanjka, 

as well as the relocation of the existing main road M4, and the front toll booth. 

The construction of the complete Putnikovo brdo - Medakovo section will be financed 

from the EBRD loan in the amount of EUR 60 million. This loan is part of a broader Loan 

Agreement for Doboj Bypass in the amount of 210 million (Republika Srpska and the 

Federation). The Loan Agreement was signed on May 9, 2019 and was sent to the ratification 

procedure.   

The tender procedure for the selection of contractors and construction supervision 

consulting services is underway. The call for pre-qualification for the selection of contractors 

was announced on September 16, 2020. Evaluations of the received applications are in 

progress, and in the first quarter of 2021, the announcement of the call for tender bids is 

planned. It is estimated that the contract could be signed in the third quarter of 2021. For 

supervision services, the call for expressions of interest was announced on October 26, 2020. 

Application evaluation is in progress. At the beginning of 2021, the preparation and 

announcement of calls for tender bids is expected, and it is planned that the signing of the 

contract will be in the third quarter of 2021.  

 

 

5.14.  NEMILA – VRANDUK SUB-SECTION 
   Section length: 5.7 km; Expropriation: 85% 

Preliminary design was completed in 2006, and route optimization in 2013. The main 

project has been completed. The realization of the construction will be contracted according 

to the Red FIDIC. An urban and environmental permit has been obtained. There are no 

significant structures on this section, except for a certain number of supporting structures, four 

underpasses, and the relocation of the main road M17 and the regulation of the riverbed of 

the Bosna River. 

To finance the construction of this section, a Loan Agreement was signed on February 

19, 2019 with KFAED in the amount of approximately EUR 36 million.  

The tender procedure for the selection of contractors and construction supervision 

consulting services is underway. The tender for the selection of contractors was announced 

in December 2020. The second phase of the tender procedure for the selection of contractors 

is underway. The deadline for submission of bids for the second phase is February 26, 2021 

and it is estimated that the contract could be signed in mid-2021. The pre-qualification phases 
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of the tender procedure have been completed for the supervision procedure. For the 

supervision services, the bid evaluations in the second phase of the procedure have been 

completed and negotiations with the selected consultant are expected soon, so the signing of 

the contract could be in the first quarter of 2021. For consulting services for technical 

assistance in the construction of this sub-section, a contract was concluded with AD "Projekt" 

Banja Luka in the amount of BAM 475,000, excluding VAT.  

 

 

5.15. KVANJ -  BUNA SECTION 
         Section length: 5.2 km; Expropriation: 95%  

The Mostar South - Buna section is divided into two sub-sections: Mostar South - Kvanj 

and Kvanj - Buna (Kvanj tunnel). The development of the Preliminary Design has been 

completed. An environmental permit and an urban permit have been obtained. The method of 

construction is planned according to the Yellow FIDIC contract model. Significant facilities on 

the Kvanj - Buna tunnel section are: Kvanj tunnel (L = 2,720 m), Rotimski potok viaduct (L = 

320 m) and Rujevica overpass. The section also includes a temporary access road near the 

settlement of Hodbina with a temporary side toll booth.  

Funds in the amount of EUR 100 million were provided for financing the construction 

through a loan line with the EIB. The Financing Agreement was ratified on October 2, 2018, 

and in November 2018, a Subsidiary Agreement and a Subcontract on Financing were signed. 

Eligibility for the effectiveness of the Financing Agreement is ongoing.  

Regarding the tender procedure, the condition for initiating the procedure of 

procurement of works was the conclusion of a contract for technical assistance consulting 

services to the Project Implementation Unit (PIU). In order to speed up the procurement 

procedure, with the consent of the EIB, a contract on technical assistance for the 

implementation of the procedure of procurement of works was signed through a direct 

agreement with the consultant ROUGHTON INTERNATIONAL Ltd., in the amount of EUR 

49,740. For technical assistance consulting services to the Project Implementation Unit in the 

implementation of the contract, the Call for expressions of interest was announced on March 

28, 2019. The evaluation of applications was completed and submitted to the EIB for approval, 

and the Bank's approval for the evaluation report was given on September 14, 2019. In the 

meantime, this procedure, with the approval of the EIB, has been combined with PIU technical 

assistance services for the Tarčin - entrance to the Ivan tunnel sub-section. The invitation to 

submit bids was sent to the consultants selected in the expression of interest phase, and the 

opening of bids was scheduled for January 11, 2021. The contract is planned to be signed in 

the second quarter of 2021.   

In parallel with the procedure of procurement of technical assistance services, the 

procedure of procurement of consulting services was conducted. The contract for supervision 

services was signed with the consultant PROYAPI Engineering and Consulting INC, and the 

value of the contract excluding VAT is EUR 4,485,200.  

The tender procedure for the selection of contractors is ongoing. Bids in this procedure 

were received on May 19, 2020. Technical offers have been opened and they are being 

evaluated. Following the preparation of the report on the evaluation of technical bids and 

approval by the EIB, financial bids will be opened. It is estimated that the selection of 

contractors and signing of contracts could be in the second quarter of 2021.  
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5.16. MOSTAR JUG – KVANJ SECTION 
         Section length: 9.2 km; Expropriation: 80% 

The Mostar South - Buna section is divided into two sub-sections: Mostar South - Kvanj 

and Kvanj - Buna (Kvanj tunnel).  

The development of the Preliminary Design has been completed. Obtaining 

environmental permit is in progress. A public hearing was held on the adoption of the 

Environmental Impact Study. Realization of construction will be carried out according to the 

Yellow FIDIC.  

 Funds in the amount of EUR 180 million were provided for financing the construction 

through a loan line with the EBRD (of which EUR 60 million refers to this section). 

The tender procedure for the selection of consultants for supervision services was 

initiated by the announcement of the Call for Expressions of Interest on October 21, 2020, and 

the deadline for submission of applications is December 07, 2020. The completion of the 

procurement procedure and the signing of the contract is expected in the third quarter of 2021. 

The call to submit bids for the first phase of the contractor selection procedure was announced 

in December 2020. The deadline for submission of bids is February 22, 2021. It is planned 

that the procurement procedure will be completed in the middle of 2021 and that the signing 

of the contract will be in the third quarter of 2021. 

According to the Preliminary Design, significant facilities on this sub-section are: Mostar 

South tunnel (L = 150 m), Aerodrom overpass, Kosor underpass, Buna bridge (L = 326 m), 

Bunica bridge (L = 211 m), Brijeg viaduct (L = 258 m). The section also includes the Mostar 

South loop with a toll booth.  

 

 

5.17.  LAŠVA – NEVIĆ POLJE EXPRESSWAY 

          Section length: 24.5 km; Expropriation: 40% 

 The Main project of the Lašva - Nević Polje motorway was developed and revised in 

May 2013. The expressway is 24.5 km long, and the estimated value of the project is 

approximately EUR 217 million for which project documentation has already been prepared 

(Main project) and is divided into three sub-sections Lašva - Kaonik, Kaonik - Vitez, Vitez - 

Nević Polje. On this section, the construction of one two-sided rest area, Traffic maintenance 

and control centre, two loops, three uneven roundabouts, twenty bridges and viaducts and 

three tunnels is planned. The urban permit and the general permit for construction were 

obtained.   

For the construction of the Lašva - Nević Polje expressway Lot 5th loop "Vitez - exit 

from the business zone" - Nević Polje loop (approx. 5.5 km) the first phase of pre-qualification 

has been completed, this will be followed by the submission of tender documents with a call 

for bids to qualified bidders. The works will be contracted according to the Red FIDIC.  

In accordance with the Decision of the Government of the FBiH on the adoption of the 

program of spending funds "Capital transfer to public companies" number: 1155/2019 of 

October 10, 2019, it is planned to allocate BAM 66 million for financing the construction of the 

Lašva - Nević Polje expressway, whose implementer is JP Autoceste, and for the part of the 

Lašva - Nević Polje - passage through the Vitez business zone expressway, whose 

implementer is JP Ceste FBiH, to allocate BAM 34 million.     
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C) SECTIONS FOR WHICH PREPARATORY CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITIES 

ARE IN PROGRESS 

 

5.18. MEDAKOVO - OZIMICE  
       Section length: 21.7 km; Expropriation: 0%  

 For the Medakovo - Ozimice section of the motorway, in 2006 the Preliminary Design 

was made, and the analysis and optimization of it in 2014. The preparation of the Main Project 

is in progress. The urban permit was obtained, and the environmental permit was renewed. 

The works will be contracted according to the red FIDIC. One loop (Ozimica loop), two two-

sided rest areas, a large number of underpasses, overpasses, smaller bridges and culverts, 

and one Crni Vrh tunnel (L = approx. 2,200 m) were designed on this section. 

The EIB Borrowing Initiative in the amount of EUR 340 million has been launched for 

the construction of the Medakovo - Poprikuša section. The Council of Ministers of BiH, at the 

proposal of the Ministry of Finance and Treasury of BiH, on November 26, 2020, accepted the 

Initiative. The harmonization of the Financing Agreement between the EIB and BiH is 

underway, and the signing is expected by the end of 2020. 

 The WBIF investment grant application of up to 20% of the investment value for the 

Poprikuša - Medakovo section was re-submitted in the Sixth Invitation and will have the Bank's 

support.  

For this section, together with the Ozimice - Poprikuše section, preparations are 

underway to initiate the process of selecting a consultant for the services of drafting a 

biodiversity management plan, as well as for the services of revision of project documentation 

from the aspect of road safety. These services are conditioned by the Loan Agreement and 

the procedures will be carried out in the first half of 2021. Also at the beginning of 2021, the 

procurement procedure for technical assistance consulting services to the Project 

Implementation Unit (PIU) is expected to be announced. The completion of this procedure and 

the signing of the contract are planned for the third quarter of 2021. 

Regarding the tender procedure for the contractor, the condition for initiating this 

procedure is the conclusion of a contract for the technical assistance consulting services for 

the PIU. So, the initiation of procurement of works and supervision procedures for this section 

is expected in the second half of 2021. 

 

 

5.19. OZIMICE - POPRIKUŠE  
       Section length: 12.8 km; Expropriation: 80% (part of the route of 6 km)   

The Ozimice - Poprikuše section was treated within LOT 2. Doboj South (Karuše) - 

Sarajevo South (Tarčin), for which a Preliminary Design was made in 2006. During 2013/14 

the route was optimized and the documentation of the Preliminary Design of the route was 

delivered. A renewed environmental permit has been obtained. During 2019, project 

documentation was prepared for the change of the final part of Ozimica - Poprikuša, 

approximately 1.1 km long, and a study of expropriation and parcelling from the end point of 

the Poprikuša - Ozimica section, approximately 6 km long to the North. In the period 2019-

2020, the tender for the preparation of the Main Project was twice cancelled. In the last quarter 

of 2020, the tender for the preparation of the Main Project was announced again. After the 

preparation of the Main Project, all necessary permits and approvals for construction will be 

obtained, and the expropriation of land will be done. The works will be contracted according 

to the Red FIDIC.  
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A total of 10 bridges of different lengths are planned on the route, and range from 35 

m to 406 m, which is the longest. Mostly larger and more demanding facilities are designed 

across the riverbed of the Bosna River, the main road and the railway. In addition to bridges, 

underpasses 9-11 m wide with lengths of 40 to 90 meters are also planned. Two pipe culverts 

are also planned at the intersection with watercourses 80.5 and 41.0 meters long. The route 

also includes five tunnels 225 to 770 meters long. All of the above facility lengths are indicative 

and taken from the Preliminary Design, and the actual ones will be adopted in the Main Project 

after field measurements. 

The EIB Borrowing Initiative in the amount of EUR 340 million has been launched for 

the construction of the Medakovo - Poprikuša section. The Council of Ministers of BiH, at the 

proposal of the Ministry of Finance and Treasury of BiH, on November 26, 2020, accepted the 

Initiative. The harmonization of the Financing Agreement between the EIB and BiH is 

underway, and the signing is expected by the end of 2020. 

 The WBIF investment grant application up to 20% of the investment value for the 

Poprikuša - Medakovo section was re-submitted in the Sixth Invitation and will have the Bank's 

support.  

For this section, together with the Medakovo - Ozimice section, preparations are 

underway to initiate the process of selecting a consultant for the services of drafting a 

biodiversity management plan, as well as for the services of revision of project documentation 

from the aspect of road safety. These services are conditioned by the Loan Agreement and 

the procedures will be carried out in the first half of 2021. Also at the beginning of 2021, the 

procurement procedure for technical assistance consulting services to the Project 

Implementation Unit (PIU) is expected to be announced. The completion of this procedure and 

the signing of the contract are planned for the third quarter of 2021. 

In connection with the tender procedure for the contractor, the condition for initiating this 

procedure is the conclusion of a contract for the technical assistance consulting services for 

the PIU. So, the initiation of procurement of works and supervision procedures for this section 

is expected in the second half of 2021, and the signing of the contract in 2022.  

 

 

5.20. IVAN - OVČARI  
           Section length: 10.5 km 

 

WBIF grant funds were provided for the preparation of the project documentation: 
Feasibility Study, Environmental Impact Study, Preliminary Design, Main Project and revision 
of the Main Project. Preparation of study documentation began in the first quarter of 2021.  

 Financing the construction of this section is planned from loans from the EIB, KFW and 

WBIF.   

 
 

5.21. OVČARI - MOSTAR SOUTH 
           Section length: 51 km 

 

Ovčari - Mostar South includes the following sections: Ovčari - Prenj (11 km), Prenj 

Tunnel (12 km), Prenj Tunnel - Mostar North (13 km) and Mostar North - Mostar South 

(15 km).  
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5.21. A) OVČARI - PRENJ  
Section length: 11 km 

 

Preliminary Design has been completed. WBIF grant funds were provided for the 

development of the Main Project. The preparation of the study documentation started in the 

second half of 2020, and the beginning of the preparation of the Main Project is expected in 

the first quarter of 2021.   

Previous water approval has been obtained. The Environmental Impact Study was 

approved by the Federal Ministry of Environment and Tourism and public hearings were held. 

An application for an environmental permit has been submitted. An amendment to the 

Environmental Impact Study is being prepared. The urban permit will be obtained after the 

environmental permit.   

Of the significant facilities that are part of this sub-section, we single out seven bridges 

and two tunnels. Contracting of works is planned according to the Red FIDIC.  

 

5.21. B) PRENJ TUNNEL 
Section length: 12 km 

 

The Prenj tunnel is the longest and most complex structure on the entire section of the 

motorway from Konjic to Mostar. The length of the right tunnel pipe is L = 10,165 km, while 

the left is L = 10,160 km. 

The Preliminary Design for the Prenj tunnel has been completed. In cooperation with 

external associates, the Program of additional investigative works was made. The realization 

of the part of the Program related to hydrogeological research and trial IG mapping and 

research from the Program of additional research works is in progress. Previous water 

approval has been obtained. The Environmental Impact Study was approved by the Federal 

Ministry of Environment and Tourism and public hearings were held. An application for an 

environmental permit has been submitted. Through the WBIF grant, activities have been 

started to draft an amendment to the Environmental Impact Study as well as to the 

accompanying documentation related to the social and environmental issues of the project. 

The implementation of the project is planned according to the Yellow FIDIC. 

In cooperation with CTP Zagreb, a ToR was prepared for the preparation of Quantitative 

Risk Analysis and accompanying studies (Ventilation Study, Risk Assessment Study for 

Transport of Hazardous Materials, Fire Risk Assessment Study). Funding and preparation of 

the Analysis and accompanying studies will be realized through the fund that implements the 

European Union Technical Assistance Program - Connecta. The beginning of the study 

preparation was in June 2020, and the completion is scheduled for December 2020. Due to 

the situation with the pandemic, the deadline set for December was not met. Preparation of 

study documentation for risk analysis is underway, expected to be completed in the second 

quarter of 2021. 

 

5.21. C) EXIT FROM THE PRENJ TUNNEL - MOSTAR NORTH 
          Section length: 13 km  

The Preliminary Design has been completed. Previous water approval has been 

obtained. The Environmental Impact Study was approved by the Federal Ministry of 

Environment and Tourism and public hearings were held. An application for an environmental 

permit has been submitted. The drafting of the amendment to the Environmental Impact Study 
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through the WBIF grant began in October 2020. The urban permit will be obtained after the 

environmental permit. 

The implementation of the project is planned according to the Red FIDIC. WBIF grant 

funds were provided for the development of the Main Project. The preparation of the study 

documentation started in the second half of 2020, and the beginning of the development of 

the Main Project is expected in January 2021. 

The subject sub-section includes three bridges and two tunnels in terms of the 

significant facilities. 

 

Funding and tender procedure 

An initiative for borrowing has been launched to finance the construction of the Ovčari 

- Prenj - Mostar North section. Namely, by the Memorandum of Understanding signed on 

February 26, 2018 between the entity ministries of transport and communications and the 

EBRD, funds are planned to finance the construction of the motorway on the sections from 

the Ivan Tunnel to Mostar South in the amount of EUR 240 million. In June 2019, the 

Government of the FBiH adopted a conclusion adopting the Information on the manner of 

implementation and financial framework for the sections from Ovčara to Mostar South. The 

European Investment Bank (EIB) and the European Bank for Reconstruction and 

Development (EBRD) have submitted a Mission letter to JP Autoceste, i.e. letters of intent to 

participate in financing projects for the construction of the motorway section from Ovčara to 

Mostar North in the length of approximately 34 kilometres with a potential loan amount of up 

to EUR 600 million. The request for borrowing for the construction of sections from Ovčara to 

Mostar South was sent to the Federal Ministry of Transport and Communications and the 

Federal Ministry of Finance. The Federal Ministry of Finance gave a positive opinion on the 

text of the Mission letter.    

For the Ovčari - Prenj, the Prenj tunnel and the exit from the Prenj tunnel - Mostar North 

sub-sections, it is planned to announce the procurement procedure for the technical 

assistance consulting services for the Project Implementation Unit (PIU) at the beginning of 

2021. The completion of this procedure and the signing of the contract are planned for the 

third quarter of 2021.  

In 2021, it is planned to start the procedure of procurement of contractors for the Prenj 

tunnel sub-section by announcing the call for pre-qualification. In accordance with the letter of 

the Federal Ministry of Transport and Communications dated December 18, 2020, one tender 

procedure will be carried out according to the envisaged models, which will include two lots: 

Lot 3. Prenj Tunnel and Lot 5. Mostar North - Mostar South. Since these are the terms of the 

contract under the Yellow FIDIC, after the conducted pre-qualification, a two-phase (or multi-

phase) procurement procedure will be applied, so that the completion of the procedure and 

signing of the contract can be expected in late 2021 or early 2022. Procurement of supervision 

consulting services is planned to start in the first quarter of 2021, so that the completion of the 

procedure and the signing of the contract is expected by the end of 2021. 

Given that the construction time of the Ovčari - Prenj and Prenj - Mostar North sub-

sections is significantly shorter compared to the construction of the Prenj tunnel, the launch of 

the procedure for procurement of works and supervision on these sub-sections is planned for 

the fourth quarter of 2021. 
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5.21. D)  MOSTAR NORTH - MOSTAR SOUTH 
           Section length: 15 km 

The route on the section passes mainly through hilly and mountainous terrain with 

significant spatial limitations, so along the route, significant facilities alternate, i.e. six tunnels 

and six bridges.  

It is planned to draft a Preliminary Design and Main Project. Previously drafted projects 

do not correspond position-wise, because the route of the motorway was changed. The route 

has been changed in accordance with the Spatial Plan of special features of importance for 

the Federation - Motorway on Corridor Vc. Exploratory works have been performed for this 

sub-section and a preliminary geotechnical mission G1 has been prepared for the route 

adopted by the Spatial Plan. The Terms of Reference for the preparation of the Environmental 

Impact Study and the Study for obtaining previous water approval have been prepared. The 

preparation of the Environmental Impact Study and other documents according to the EBRD's 

environmental and social policy is in progress. The preparation of the subject documentation 

is financed from EBRD grant funds, and the consultant is Enova d.o.o. Sarajevo. The EMS 

was completed by the consulting company ENOVA d.o.o. Sarajevo, and sent for review to the 

EBRD. The urban permit will be obtained after the environmental permit. The works will be 

contracted according to the Red FIDIC.  

In March 2020, the EBRD submitted to the Government of the Federation of BiH and 

JP Autoceste a Mission Letter for co-financing the construction of the Mostar North - Mostar 

South section. The request for borrowing for the construction of sections from Ovčara to 

Mostar South was sent to the Federal Ministry of Transport and Communications and the 

Federal Ministry of Finance. At the session held on November 12, 2020, the Government of 

the FBiH adopted the Information on the Status of the Mission Letter of the European Bank 

for Reconstruction and Development dated March 12, 2020 and on the draft text of the EBRD 

Mission Letter dated October 16, 2020 for financing the construction of the section of the 

Mostar North - Mostar South motorway on Corridor Vc. The Government has confirmed the 

acceptability of the innovative financing structure for the construction of this section. The final 

text of the EBRD Mission Letter was agreed and signed on March 24, 2021. It defines the 

financing of the Mostar North - Mostar South project as follows: EBRD in the amount of up to 

EUR 50 million, commercial loan in the amount of up to EUR 200 million and the rest from 

WBIF grant funds in the amount of 20% of eligible costs.   

In accordance with the letter of the Federal Ministry of Transport and Communications 

dated December 18, 2020 one tender procedure will be carried out according to the envisaged 

models, which will include two lots: Lot 3 of the Prenj Tunnel and Lot 5. Mostar North - Mostar 

South. In 2021, it is planned to start the procedure of procurement of contractors by 

announcing a call for pre-qualification. Given that these are the terms of the contract under 

the Red FIDIC for the Mostar North - Mostar South section, the completion of the procedure 

and the signing of the contract can be expected in the second quarter of 2022. The 

procurement of supervision consulting services is planned to start in the second quarter of 

2021, so that the completion of the procedure and the signing of the contract is expected in 

early 2022.  
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6. BUSINESS ACTIVITY PLAN 

6.1. Land expropriation 

Expropriation of land and real estate are performed for the needs of the implementation 

of motorway construction projects on Corridor Vc for which the FBiH Government has 

determined the public interest, other facilities on the motorway, and facilities for the 

management and maintenance of the motorway and other facilities. The purchase of land is 

made on the basis of the Law on Expropriation of the Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina 

("Official Gazette of the FBiH", No. 70/07, 36/10, 25/12, 34/16) and the Law on Motorway on 

Corridor Vc ("Official Gazette of the FBiH", number: 8/13). 

The following table provides an overview of the estimated value of expropriation and 

the plan for spending funds on individual sections during 2021. 

Table 2. 

Ord. 
No. 

Name of investment 

Contract 
value / 

estimated 
value 

Plan for 2021 
excluding 

VAT (BAM) 

1 2 3 4 

Own funding 168,500,000 47,500,000 

1, Putnikovo brdo - Medakovo  20,000,000 15,000,000 

2, Medakovo - Ozimica 30,000,000 18,000,000 

3, Ozimica - Poprikuše  20,000,000 2,000,000 

4, Poprikuše - Nemila  6,500,000 1,500,000 

5, Nemila–Vranduk  14,000,000 1,000,000 

6, Vraca - Donja Gračanica   13,000,000 1,000,000 

7, Ovčari - Mostar North (Ovčari - Prenj) 8,000,000 1,000,000 

8, Mostar North - Mostar South 13,000,000 1,000,000 

9, Mostar South –Kvanj tunnel 18,000,000 4,000,000 

10, Kvanj - Buna (Kvanj tunnel) 4,000,000 500,000 

11, Other sections 14,000,000 2,000,000 

12, Expressway Prača - Goražde (Hranjen tunnel)  8,000,000 500,000 

Financing from the FBiH budget 11,000,000 5,000,000 

13, Expressway Lašva – Nević polje   11,000,000 5,000,000 

TOTAL 179,500,000 52,500,000 

 
 
 
Clarification of plan items: 
 
1. Putnikovo brdo - Medakovo Motorway Section (8.5 km) - The section covers the 

territory of the municipalities of Tešanj, Doboj South and Usora. After all the amendments 

to the expropriation study were received during September and October 2020, the 

expropriation procedure continued with very good dynamics, which is expected in 2021 as 

well. 

2. Medakovo - Ozimice Motorway Section (21.7 km) - This section extends through three 

municipalities: Tešanj, Maglaj and Žepče. In September 2020, a study of expropriation 
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related to real estate in the municipality of Tešanj was submitted, after which all legal 

activities related to expropriation in that Municipality were undertaken. During 2021, the 

expropriation procedure is expected to be completed on the part of the section that extends 

through the Municipality of Tešanj. 

3. Ozimice - Poprikuše Motorway Section (12.8 km) - Elaborations for the first six 

kilometres of the route were submitted for this section and good dynamics in the 

expropriation process during 2020 was recorded. In 2021, the expropriation study is 

expected to be submitted for the remaining part of the motorway route on the section in 

question, and with good cooperation with the municipal authority in Žepče, in 2021 it is 

realistic to expect that most of the work in the process of expropriation of real estate on 

this section will be completed. 

4. Poprikuše - Nemila Motorway (5.5 km) - For the part related to the route of the motorway, 

the expropriation procedure was completed in 2020. However, the Service did not receive 

expropriation studies for the deposited material from the excavation on the said section, 

as well as studies of access roads, which is expected in 2021, and during the same year 

the expropriation procedure is expected to be completed according to the said studies. 

5. Nemila - Vranduk Motorway Sub-section (5.7 km) - The expropriation procedure, until 

the declaration of the COVID 19 pandemic, proceeded according to the planned dynamics. 

The pandemic caused the planned work not to be completed by the end of 2020. In the 

first half of 2021, the work in the expropriation procedure on the subject section of the 

motorway is expected to be completed. 

6. Vraca - Donja Gračanica Motorway Section (3.5 km) - Expropriation was completed in 

2020 for all real estate related to the motorway route. However, during 2021, the Property 

and Legal Affairs Service expects the submission of additional studies related to the 

construction of access roads on certain parts of the section, as well as amendments to the 

study related to landslide remediation.   

7. Ovčari - Mostar North Motorway (Ovčari - Prenj) - The Decision of the Government of 

the FBiH determined the general interest in the Prenj tunnel. Considering that the Main 

Project for the subject section of the motorway is being prepared, the Property and Legal 

Affairs Service does not have expropriation studies for the subject section. However, there 

are expropriation studies that refer to the portals of the Prenj tunnel, and during 2021 it is 

expected to start and finalise the process of expropriation of the tunnel portals themselves.  

8. Mostar North - Mostar South Motorway Section (15 km) - The Decision of the 

Government of the FBiH determined the general interest in this section. Considering that 

the Main Project for the section of the motorway in question is being prepared, the Property 

and Legal Affairs Service still does not have expropriation studies at its disposal. In 2021, 

the preparation and submission of expropriation studies related to the "loops" on the subject 

section is expected, which is why certain funds are planned for the implementation of the 

expropriation procedure according to the above.  

9. Mostar South - Kvanj Motorway Sub-section (8.5 km) - Expropriation in this sub-section 

is proceeding satisfactorily, except in cases where the real estate required for expropriation 

is marked as state property or the state appears as a co-owner of some of these real 

estates. In all these cases, the State Attorney's Office files appeals, which significantly 

slows down, i.e. prevents the completion of the procedure, and the resolution of these 

cases is expected during 2021.   

10. Kvanj - Buna Motorway Sub-section (Kvanj tunnel 5.2km) - On this sub-section all 

decisions on expropriation were made, and most of the agreements were concluded with 

the previous owners of expropriated real estate. At the beginning of 2021, it is planned to 
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complete a small number of remaining expropriation cases on the subject sub-section of 

the motorway in the area of the Municipality of Stolac and the City of Mostar. 

11. Other sections: The "other sections" section includes sections on which the construction 

process has been completed, construction is in progress or the expropriation process is in 

the final phase. According to previous experience, changes and additions to the 

expropriation studies are possible (due to the construction of access roads, loops, 

pipelines, relocation of electric poles, landfills, etc.), and for this purpose funds are planned 

for the purchase of real estate in the expropriation process.  

12. Prača - Goražde Section (Hranjen tunnel) (13.78 km) (expressway) - The expropriation 

in connection with the tunnel portals of the south and north side, as well as the purchase in 

connection with the access roads to them, have been completed. Regarding the realization 

of the expressway itself, the Main Project is being prepared in connection with the change 

on the route itself, which is why no major activities are expected in the expropriation process 

in the next year.  

13. Lašva - Nević polje Expressway Section (expressway) - The expropriation procedure is 

proceeding with good dynamics, namely, in 2020 the field part of the work on all real estates 

that are subject to expropriation was completed, and the phase of drafting a decision on 

expropriation and concluding an agreement on expropriation with previous property owners 

is currently underway. The completion of the entire expropriation process is expected in 

the first part of 2021. 

 

Incomplete expropriation (easement of real estate or lease of land for a certain period of 

time can be established) - on sections that are planned for 2021 as well as on sections that 

have already been completed or on those on which works are in progress, and the costs 

associated with incomplete expropriation are possible. The total amount foreseen for 

incomplete expropriation in 2021 is BAM 700,000. 

 

Representation jobs  

 

In addition to the assessment of the value of the purchase of land and real estate in 

the regular procedure, based on experience from previous years, an assessment of the value 

of the purchase of land and real estate in non-litigious proceedings (according to the decisions 

of the competent courts) in the amount of approximately 10% of the purchase according to the 

regular procedure has been carried out.  

Otherwise, the mentioned court proceedings are conducted at the request of the 

parties (previous owners) when they do not conclude an agreement on compensation with the 

beneficiary of expropriation before the administrative body and request a court decision to 

determine the amount of compensation for real estate subject to expropriation proceedings. 

From previous experience, possible court proceedings from 2021 will not be completed 

in the same year due to the slowness of work and the overload of courts with old cases. 

Out of the total number of the mentioned non-litigation cases on the mentioned 

sections in 2021, payment is planned according to the decisions of the competent courts in 

the amount of BAM 5,250,000, which represents 10% of the total planned funds for 

expropriation. 
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Project implementation support  
 

In 2021, it is planned to implement the obligations undertaken in the expropriation 
procedures, as well as preventive archaeological research and protection of archaeological 
sites, namely:  
 

Table 3. 

Ord. 
No. 

Name of investment 
Contract value / 
estimated value 

Plan for 2021 
excluding 

VAT (BAM) 

1 2 3 4 

1. 

Obligations within the expropriation work (construction 
of access roads, embankments, smaller walls, etc.). 
Preparation of project documentation and audit, 
performing expert supervision and performing works. 

500,000 345,000 

2. 
Archaeological research and protection of 
archaeological sites 

430,550 290,550 

TOTAL 930,550 635,550 

 

Clarification of plan items: 
 
1. These are activities for which the Autoceste FBiH undertook to build access roads, 

embankments, smaller walls, etc. upon completion of the expropriation procedure. 

Obligations were undertaken when concluding the agreement, some were conditioned by 

court decisions, unfinished projects, etc. The plan of services and works in the Service for 

Legal Support to the Realization of Projects for 2021 includes the realization of services 

and works related to the obligations within the expropriation works (access roads, 

embankments, smaller walls, etc.). The services refer to the services of drafting project 

documentation and professional supervision services, while the works refer to the 

execution of works on the construction of access roads, embankments, walls and drainage 

systems. A procedure is currently underway for the selection of contractors and 

consultants for the provision of expert supervision services. Since the construction season 

is over, the beginning of the works is planned for the beginning of the new construction 

season. 

2. Based on the framework agreement on conducting preventive archaeological research and 

protection of archaeological sites and cultural monuments on the route of the Corridor Vc 

motorway concluded between the JP Autoceste FBiH and the FBiH Ministry of Culture and 

Sports, in 2021 it is necessary to plan BAM 290,550 for archaeological research.  

 

6.2. Design services 

6.2.1. Own-financed design services 

        Based on previous experiences, the implementation of planned activities will depend on 
the success of the tender procedures, as well as the adoption of spatial plans of the Federation 
of BiH and spatial plans of the cantons through which roads pass. 
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Table 4.  

Ord. 
No. 

Name of investment 

Contract value 
/ estimated 

value 
excluding VAT 

(BAM) 

Plan for 2021 
excluding 
VAT (BAM) 

1 2 3 4 

Own funding     

1. 
Development of the Main Project of the motorway on 
Corridor Vc: Putnikovo brdo - Karuše section and Karuše – 
Medakovo section L = 8.5 km, - continuation of activities 

641,088 641,088 

2. 
Revision of the Main Project of the Putnikovo brdo - 
Karuše and Karuše - Medakovo motorway sections L = 8.5 
km - continuation of activities 

20,870 20,870 

3. 
Development of the Main Project of the Medakovo - 
Ozimica motorway section - continuation of activities 

553,767 553,767 

4. 
Revision of the Main Project of the Medakovo - Ozimica 
motorway section - continuation of activities 

34,000 34,000 

5. 

Development of Preliminary Design and Main Project of 
the expressway Mostar - Široki Brijeg - border with Croatia 
section II Polog- border with Croatia (L = 40.5km) - 
continuation of activities  

7,765,911 2,500,000 

6. 
Revision of the Main Project of the expressway Mostar - 
Široki Brijeg - border with Croatia section II Polog- border 
with Croatia (L = 40.5km) - continuation of activities 

120,000 90,000 

7. 
Development of Preliminary Design and Main Project of 
the Prača – Goražde expressway - continuation of 
activities 

1,200,000 950,000 

8. 
Development of the Main Project of the Ozimica - 
Poprikuše motorway section 

4,100,000 2,000,000 

9. 
Revision of the Main Project of the Ozimica - Poprikuše 
motorway section 

80,000 60,000 

10. 
Development of Preliminary Design of the expressway 
Mostar - Široki Brijeg - border with Croatia section I Mostar 
North - Polog (L = 20.3 km).  

1,500,000 450,000 

11. 
Development (supplement) of the Preliminary Design and 
development of the Main design of the Orašje - Tuzla 
motorway section 

12,000,000 2,000,000 

12. 
Development of Preliminary Design and Preliminary 
Feasibility Study for the Bihać - Cazin - Velika Kladuša - 
Croatia expressway section 

350,000 50,000 

13. 
Development of the Preliminary Design and part of the 
Main Project for the Bihać - Cazin - Velika Kladuša - 
Croatia expressway section 

5,000,000 2,000,000 

14. 
Lašva - Travnik – Jajce expressway. Development of the 
Main Project for Nević polje - Turbe 

5,000,000 1,500,000 

15. 
Development of parts of the Main Project, which are not 
covered by the current contract for the design and 
construction of the "Hranjen" tunnel ("Yellow FIDIC") 

525,000 525,000 

16. 
Development of the Preliminary design of the Adriatic - 
Ionian corridor section Stolac - Interregional junction 
Počitelj 

4,500,000 100,000 

17. 

Additional engineering geological and geomechanical 
research and interpretation of results and development of 
geotechnical projects to be used on current and future 
construction projects 

750,000 400,000 
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18. 
Other unforeseen projects and studies related to access 
road projects, unforeseen projects - landslides, new local 
roads, relocation of installations, etc. 

250,000 250,000 

TOTAL 44,390,636 14,124,725 

 

 
Clarification of planned investments: 
 
1. Development of the Main Project of the motorway on Corridor Vc: Putnikovo brdo - 

Karuše and Karuše - Medakovo section: 

The project of the Putnikovo brdo - Karuše section was made in 2010 and was taken over 

by the Ministry of Transport and Communications of BiH. Considering the elapsed time 

limit, as well as the need to harmonize with the valid technical specifications, it is 

necessary to perform analysis and adjustment - correction of existing projects, i.e. develop 

a new Main Project (geodetic projects, geotechnical projects, road relocation projects, 

facilities and installations projects, environmental and other studies, etc.). The Karuša - 

Medakovo project was done at the level of the Preliminary Design, and in 2014 an urban 

permit was obtained for it. A complete Main Project needs to be developed for this sub-

section. These projects should be consolidated and brought to the same level of 

elaboration in order to be able to start drafting construction contracts according to the red 

FIDIC.  

2. Revision of the Main Project of the Putnikovo brdo - Karuše and Karuše - Medakovo 

motorway sections L = 8.5 km: 

In order to obtain a construction permit, and in accordance with legal provisions, it is 

necessary to review the Main Project of this section of the motorway.  

3. Development of the Main Project of the Medakovo - Ozimice motorway section: 

The Medakovo - Ozimice project was done at the level of the Preliminary Design, and in 

2014 an urban permit was obtained for it. For this sub-section it is necessary to develop a 

complete Main Project in order to be able to contract construction according to the red 

FIDIC.    

4. Revision of the Main Project of the Medakovo - Ozimice motorway section: 

In order to obtain a construction permit, and in accordance with legal provisions, it is 

necessary to review the Main Project of this section of the motorway.  

5. Development of the Preliminary Design and Main Project of the expressway: Mostar 

- Široki Brijeg - Croatian border section II Polog - Croatian border (L = 40.5km):   

For the Mostar North - Široki Brijeg - Croatian border expressway, Conceptual solutions, 

Preliminary environmental impact assessment, Traffic study based on conceptual 

solutions, Pre-feasibility study and Multicriteria analysis have been prepared. It is planned 

to develop a Preliminary Design and Main Project for the second section of the 

expressway: Mostar - Široki Brijeg - Croatian border, section II Polog - Croatian border 

(40.5km). The contract includes two phases of preparation of project documentation, 

phase I - execution of research works, development of a Preliminary Design and studies 

for obtaining urban permit and phase II - execution of research works and preparation of 

the Main Project. The planned duration of the activity is 24 months.   

6. Revision of the Main Project of the expressway: Mostar - Široki Brijeg - Croatian 

border section II Polog - Croatian border (L = 40.5km):  
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In order to obtain a construction permit, and in accordance with legal provisions, it is 

necessary to revise the Main Project of the section of this expressway. 

7. Development of the Main Project of the Prača - Goražde expressway (part of the 

road): 

Upon completion of the Preliminary Design of the northern bypass of Goražde (from the 

industrial complex Pobjeda to the future loop in D. Sopotnica from km 13,780 to km19 + 

400) and study documentation required to supplement the urban permit, and 

environmental permit and Previous water approval, It is planned to develop the Main 

Project of the expressway (except the Hranjen tunnel) from Prača to Goražde in the length 

of 19.4 km. The contract also envisages a revision of the Main Project. The planned 

duration of the activity is 24 months.  

8. Development of the Main Project of the Ozimice - Poprikuše motorway section: 

A Preliminary Design was developed for the Ozimice - Poprikuše section of the motorway 

in 2014. For this section it is necessary to develop a complete Main Project in order to be 

able to contract construction according to the red FIDIC.  

9. Revision of the Main Project of the Ozimice - Poprikuše motorway section:  

In order to obtain a construction permit, and in accordance with legal provisions, it is 

necessary to review the Main Project of this section of the motorway.  

10. Development of the Preliminary Design of the expressway: Mostar - Široki Brijeg – 

Croatian order, Mostar North - Polog section (L = 20.3km):  

For the Mostar North - Široki Brijeg – Croatian border expressway, Conceptual solutions, 

Preliminary environmental impact assessment, Traffic study based on conceptual 

solutions, Pre-feasibility study and Multicriteria analysis have been prepared. It is planned 

to develop a Preliminary Design and studies necessary for obtaining urban permit, and to 

conduct research works for the first section of the Mostar - Široki Brijeg - Croatian border 

expressway section and Mostar North - Polog (20.3 km). The planned duration of the 

activity is 18 months.  

11. Development (supplement) of Preliminary Design and development of the Main 

Project of the Orašje - Tuzla motorway section (L = 61.2km) 

The section can be divided into two parts. The first part is the Orašje - Brčko section in the 

length of 16.2 km, which passes through the plains and on which no larger facilities are 

planned. The second part is the Brčko - Tuzla section, approx. 45 km that passes through 

the areas of Majevica and extremely difficult terrain. The most complex facilities such as 

tunnels, bridges, landslides, etc. are envisaged. The investor of the Preliminary Design is 

JP Ceste FBiH, and it is necessary to continue the development of project documentation 

at a higher level. The Preliminary Design can be partially used, given that there are certain 

shortcomings, and it is likely that in some parts of the route it will be necessary to 

conceptually change the technical solutions. It is also necessary to supplement the 

geodetic bases and perform additional geological - geotechnical research that will allow 

the technical solution to be adapted to the terrain.  

Since we do not have jurisdiction within the territory of Brčko District, the route should be 

situationally adjusted to the spatial plan of the District. It is assumed that in the phase of 

the Main Project development, there will be new technical solutions, new facilities and 

installations. An Audit should also be envisaged as part of the project. 

12. Development of Preliminary Design and Preliminary Feasibility Study for the Bihać 

- Cazin - Velika Kladuša – Croatia expressway section: 

This section is located on the branch of the motorway in the immediate vicinity of Bihać 

via Cazin and Velika Kladuša all the way to the border with the Republic of Croatia near 
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the settlement of Miljkovići. As part of this contract, it is necessary to develop a Preliminary 

Design with a traffic and a preliminary feasibility study. The project involves the 

modernization of part of the existing road and the construction of the remaining part of the 

newly built road, with the possibility of gradually raising the level of the road to the level of 

the expressway, with intersections outside the level. 

13. Development of Preliminary Design and part of the Main Project for the Bihać - Cazin 

- Velika Kladuša – Croatia expressway section 

After the development of the Preliminary Design and preliminary feasibility study, and 

defining the position of the expressway route in the area, a tender will be announced for 

the development of the Preliminary Design and part of the Main Project of the Bihać - 

Cazin - Velika Kladuša – Croatia expressway. 

14. Lašva - Travnik - Jajce Expressway. Development of the Main Project for Nević polje 

- Turbe 

The development of the Main Project of the Nević Polje - Jajce expressway is a 

continuation of the previously started activities on the development of the Nević Polje - 

Jajce expressway project. Namely, in the past period, the Preliminary Design of this 

expressway in the length of 43 km was developed. The position of the expressway is 

defined by the spatial plan of the Central Bosnia Canton. This Business Plan envisages 

the Main Project of the first part, the Nević Polje - Turbe (Travnik) section. 

15. Development of parts of the Main Project, which are not covered by the current 

contract for the design and construction of the "Hranjen" tunnel ("Yellow FIDIC"): 

This activity implies the development of projects that were not covered by the contract for 

the design and construction of the Hranjen tunnel, and are necessary for the normal and 

safe functioning of traffic in the exploitation phase. This primarily refers to tunnel 

equipment and signalling projects (group E books), tunnel electrical and mechanical 

installation projects (group G books), and tunnel management projects as well as the 

tunnel operation organization project. 

16. Development of the Preliminary Design and Main Project of the part of the Adriatic-

Ionian corridor: Stolac - Interregional junction Počitelj section: 

The Ministry of Communications and Transport of Bosnia and Herzegovina has developed 

a Preliminary Design and planning study documentation for the Adriatic - Ionian Motorway: 

Počitelj (connection to Corridor Vc) - Neum - Trebinje - border of the Republic of 

Montenegro, which created a prerequisite for further elaboration of project documentation. 

This activity envisages the development of the Preliminary Design and Main Project of the 

Stolac - Interregional junction Počitelj section (connection to Corridor Vc).   

17. Additional Engineering-geological and geomechanical research and interpretation 

of results and development of geotechnical projects to be used on current and 

future construction projects:  

On some sections, due to inaccessible terrain, then due to unfinished conversion of forest 

land or due to unresolved property - legal relations, in the design phase it is not possible 

to explore the terrain to a sufficient extent. This carries the risk of a significant increase in 

construction costs, and in these cases a framework agreement provides for the conduct 

of additional exploration work and the development or supplementation of existing 

geotechnical projects.  

18. Other unforeseen projects and studies: 

The item refers to access road projects, unforeseen landslide projects, new local roads, 

relocation of installations and other projects, studies, additional waste management plans 

as well as other studies and elaborates for the purpose of obtaining the necessary permits.   
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6.2.2. Motorway design services on Corridor Vc, which should be financed from IPA funds 

or WBIF funds 

At the end of 2017, through the Western Balkans Investment Framework (WBIF) - Round 

18., and application for technical assistance was submitted for:  

• Updating the existing Main Project of the Ivan - Ovčari motorway 

• Development of the Main Project of the Ovčari - Prenj tunnel motorway 

• Development of the Main Project of the Prenj tunnel - Mostar North motorway 

 

 

 

6.2.3. Motorway design services on Corridor Vc to be financed by an EBRD loan  

The EBRD loan funds will be used to finance the development of the Preliminary Design and 

Main Project for the construction of the Mostar North - Mostar South section, as well as the 

audit services of the said project. Procurement procedures will be conducted in accordance 

with the EBRD Procurement Policy and Rules.  

 

Table 5.  

 

Ord. 
No. 

Name of investment 

Contract value / 
estimated value 
excluding VAT 

(BAM) 

Plan for 
2021 

excluding 
VAT (BAM) 

1 2 3 4 

Loan financing     

1. 
Development of Preliminary Design and Main Project for the 
construction of the Mostar North - Mostar South section 

15,646,640 3,911,660 

2. 
Revision of the Main Project of the Mostar North - Mostar 
South motorway section 

2,933,745 782,332 

  TOTAL:  18,580,385 4,693,992 
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6.3. Construction plan 

The plan of activities for the construction of motorway sub-sections on Corridor Vc and 

expressways is given in the following overview: 

 

Table 6. 

Ord. 
No. 

Name of investment 
Contract value / 
estimated value  

Plan for 2021 
excluding 
VAT (BAM) 

1 2 3 4 

Financing with international loans 2,837,905,912 488,872,437 

1. Putnikovo brdo - Medakovo 117,000,000 18,281,250 

2. Medakovo - Ozimice 332,500,000 6,927,083 

3. Poprikuše - Nemila 347,802,152 68,570,749 

4. Nemila - Vranduk 67,671,718 21,147,412 

5. Vranduk - Ponirak 150,000,000 70,645,699 

6a. Ponirak - Vraca  125,000,000 26,865,773 

7a. Tarčin - Ivan (Lot 1.) 130,227,041 66,821,951 

8. Tarčin - Ivan (Lot 2. Ivan tunnel) 112,711,687 66,122,775 

9. Prenj Tunnel 469,399,200 3,352,851 

10. Mostar North - Mostar South 454,241,518 4,128,974 

11. Mostar South - Kvanj 131,000,000 5,458,333 

12. Kvanj - Buna (Kvanj tunnel) 191,866,923 39,972,276 

13a. Buna - Počitelj 42,948,662 1,918,150 

14. Počitelj - Zvirovići (Lot 1.) 110,549,067 64,775,590 

15. Počitelj - Zvirovići (Lot 2.) 54,987,944 23,883,569 

Grant funding 112,602,431 74,116,054 

6b. Ponirak - Vraca  125,000,000 31,097,697 

16. Vraca - Donja Gračanica 112,602,431 13,537,316 

7b. Tarčin - Ivan (Lot 1.) 130,227,041 19,714,766 

13b. Buna - Počitelj 42,948,662 9,766,274 

Financing from the FBiH budget 173,000,000 46,000,000 

17. 
Lašva - Nević Polje expressway (Lot 1. Vitez - 
Nević Polje) 

53,000,000 17,000,000 

18. Prača - Goražde expressway (Phase I) 120,000,000 29,000,000 

Own funding 307,612,275 18,436,817 

19. Klopče - Donja Gračanica 282,000,000 6,092,149 

20. Sarajevo bypass (Lot 3B) 19,900,000 12,000,000 

21. Regional road R425a Tromeđa - Zvirovići 5,712,275 344,668 

TOTAL 3,431,120,618 627,425,308 

 

 
Note: During 2021, the effectiveness of grant funds for co-financing the construction of 

individual sections is expected to be achieved, and the table for individual sections shows the 

source of financing from both loans and grant funds. Funding will be provided from loan / own 

funds until the effectiveness of grant funds is achieved.  
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Explanations of planned investments: 

 

1. Putnikovo brdo – Medakovo, approx. 8.5 km 

This section includes a stretch from the entity border to Medakovo, which includes three 

crossings (bridges) over the river Usora, the Karuša loop and toll station (Doboj South), 

and the Medakovo loop and toll station. Activities are underway on the preparation of 

project documentation - the Main Project of the Tunnel Putnikovo brdo 2 - Medakovo 

motorway section. Upon completion of the project documentation, and obtaining the 

necessary permits, the land would be expropriated and a construction permit would be 

obtained. Upon completion of these activities, a tender procedure would be conducted for 

the selection of contractors and supervision on this section of the motorway. Construction 

is scheduled to begin in the second half of 2021 with a construction deadline of 24 months. 

Construction would be contracted according to the "red FIDIC" model. 

2. Medakovo - Ozimice, approx. 22 km 

Apart from the open part of the route and several larger viaducts, the most important facility 

on the route is the Crni vrh tunnel, approximately 2 km long on the border of the 

Municipalities of Tešanj and Maglaj, and the Ozimice loop and toll booth at the junction 

with the main road M-17. Activities are underway on the preparation of project 

documentation - the Main Project of the Medakovo - Ozimice motorway section. Upon 

completion of the project documentation, and obtaining the necessary permits, the land 

would be expropriated and a construction permit would be obtained. Upon completion of 

these activities, a tender procedure would be conducted for the selection of contractors 

and supervision on this section of the motorway. The start of construction is planned for 

the end of 2021 with a construction deadline of 36 months. Construction would be 

contracted according to the "red FIDIC" model. 

3. Poprikuše – Nemila, approx. 5.5 km 

The construction of this section of the motorway, except for short parts of the open route, 

includes a large 3.5 km long Golubinja tunnel, a bridge over the Bosna River and the Doboj 

- Sarajevo railway, and a loop with the “Poprikuše” toll booth on the north side and on the 

south side a bridge over the Bosna River and a railway. Due to the longer duration of the 

tender procedure (three-stage procedure), the Contract for the construction of this section 

was signed in early November with the Turkish company Cengiz Insat, and the works 

began in early December 2020, with an agreed completion date of 42 months, so that the 

works would be completed by the middle of 2024. The construction of this sub-section is 

contracted according to the rules of "design and build" (yellow FIDIC). 

4. Nemila – Vranduk, 5.7 km 

The sub-section is 5.7 km long and is mostly located on a slope on the right side of the 

Bosna River. Although it is a slightly easier terrain, in some locations the route touches 

potentially unstable parts of the terrain. In addition to the construction of the motorway, the 

project of this sub-section includes the relocation of the main road M-17. Due to delays in 

the delivery of project documentation, it was not possible to complete the second phase of 

the tender procedure, so it is expected that works on this sub-section will begin at the 

beginning of the second quarter of 2021. The estimated deadline for the execution of works 

is 24 months. 

5. Vranduk – Ponirak, 5.3 km 

This sub-section is located on a morphologically demanding terrain in the Vranduk valley, 

which in addition to the open route includes several significant structures: 1 tunnel, 2 
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bridges, 3 viaducts and a number of supporting and protective structures on the open route. 

The contract for the construction of this sub-section was signed with the Azvirt - Hering 

Consortium, and the works officially started at the end of August 2019. The estimated 

deadline for the execution of works is 24 months. The works on the facilities are proceeding 

with satisfactory dynamics, while the works on the route are delayed due to the weak 

engagement of the Contractor and the need to change the project documentation. 

Based on additional engineering-geological research, it was determined that the terrain 

parameters do not correspond to those available during the preparation of the Main Project, 

there are some changes in the project documentation, which will lead to higher project 

costs compared to the contracted value. 

6. Ponirak – Vraca, 2.7 km 

This sub-section is 2.7 km long, of which the "Zenica" tunnel is 2.5 km. The contract for the 

construction of this sub-section was signed with the domestic contractor Euro - asfalt, and 

the works officially started at the end of October 2019. The estimated deadline for the 

execution of works is 30 months. By changing the route at the beginning of 2020, it is 

connected with the next section (Vraca - D.Gračanica), so that now the total length of the 

Zenica tunnel is 3,300 meters, and the connection of sections is at the end of the third 

quarter of this tunnel. The works are carried out continuously with a certain delay due to 

geological conditions that are worse than projected, as well as due to insufficient 

engagement of the contractor.  

During the excavation of the tunnel so far, it has been shown that the categories of rock 

mass are worse than projected, which will lead to a rise in price of the project in relation to 

the contracted value. 

7. Tarčin – Ivan (Lot 1.), 4.9 km 

The sub-section is on the stretch from the already built Tarčin loop to the entrance to the 

future "Ivan" tunnel, which, in addition to the open part of the route, includes two larger 

viaducts 500 and 600 m long in the zone of the Raštelica settlement. The rest of the route 

is located along the Kalašnica River near the M-17 main road and the Sarajevo-Mostar 

railway. The construction contract was signed with the Euroasfalt - Granit Consortium at 

the end of August, and the works started at the beginning of September 2020. The works 

are proceeding with satisfactory dynamics. The estimated deadline for the execution of 

works is 20 months. 

8. Tarčin – Ivan (Lot 2. –Ivan tunnel), 2.0 km 

The sub-section includes the 1.7 km long Ivan tunnel with portal zones at the entrance and 

exit. In addition to the tunnel, an integral part of Lot 2 is a temporary connection to the main 

road M-17, including a temporary toll booth at this connection. The contract for the 

construction of this sub-section was signed with the domestic contractor Euro - asfalt, and 

the works officially started at the end of November 2019. The works are proceeding with 

satisfactory dynamics. The estimated deadline for the execution of works is 30 months. 

9. Prenj tunnel approx. 12 km long with accesses (the tunnel itself approx. 10 km), 

In addition to the tunnel, the section also includes about 1,500 m of open route on the north 

side and about 700 m on the south side of the tunnel, which is a total of 12 km. After the 

tender procedure, at the end of 2021 it is planned to start the construction of the first phase, 

which includes the construction of one (right) tunnel pipe in its entirety with all necessary 

equipment, while excavation and primary support with a minimum of equipment on the 

second pipe would be done, so that it would serve as an evacuation. Secondary lining and 

equipping of the second pipe would be done in phase II. At the moment, the option is to 

consider the construction not to be divided into phases, but to perform the construction in 
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a set. The planned construction period is 70 months, so that these works would be 

completed only in the middle of 2027, which would complete the construction of Corridor 

Vc on the territory of the FBiH. 

10. Mostar North - Mostar South, approx. 15.4 km 

The section includes a series of tunnels and viaducts of medium length and is one of the 

largest on the route of Corridor Vc. The route stretches on the slopes of Velež, above the 

Mostar settlements: Vrapčići, Zalik, Mazoljice, Bjelušine and Opine. In the continuation, the 

route descends through a tunnel approx. 2.5 km long below the settlement of Kočine, from 

the slope it will descend towards the Mostar airport and the Mostar South loop. After the 

implementation of the tender procedure, i.e. at the end of 2021, it is planned to start the 

construction of this sub-section of the motorway. The planned construction period is 45 

months. The construction of this sub-section would be contracted according to the rules of 

the Red FIDIC. 

11. Mostar South - Kvanj Tunnel, approx. 9.2 km 

The route of this section stretches from the Mostar South loop directly along the Mostar 

airport, and in the continuation in the zone of the Kosor settlement, it crosses the Buna 

River and further along it stretches next to the Malo polje to the Kvanj tunnel. Preparatory 

activities are underway for the preparation of tender documentation for the selection of 

contractors and supervision on this section of the motorway. The construction will be 

contracted according to the "yellow FIDIC" model, which means that within the same 

contract, project documentation (Main Project) will be prepared, the necessary permits and 

approvals for construction will be obtained and works will be performed on this section of 

the motorway. Construction is scheduled to begin in the second half of 2021 with a 

construction deadline of 30 months. 

12. Kvanj – Buna (Kvanj tunnel), 5.2 km 

Apart from the 2.5 km long Kvanj tunnel, the sub-section also includes the 330 m long 

Rotimski potok viaduct and the rest of the approximately 2 km open route. The 

implementation of the second phase of the tender procedure is underway, which could be 

completed very soon. Work is expected to begin in early 2021. The construction of this 

sub-section would be contracted according to the rules of "design and build" (yellow FIDIC). 

The estimated deadline for the execution of works is 30 months. 

13. Buna – Počitelj, 7.2 km 

The Buna - Počitelj motorway section is located on geologically and morphologically 

favourable terrain, it is quite simple to perform works, where in addition to the open part of 

the route, a couple of smaller facilities are being built; overpasses, underpasses and animal 

corridors, and a two-way rest area. The contract for the execution of works was signed on 

May 18, 2018 with local contractor Hering Široki Brijeg. Due to the delay in obtaining the 

Construction permit, the official start of works was only on August 3, 2018, and the entering 

of the Contractor into possession on August 28, 2018. Completion of works is delayed due 

to insufficient engagement of the Contractor. The works are expected to be largely 

completed in early 2021. Until the neighbouring sections: Počitelj - Zvirovići and Kvanj - 

Buna are completed, this section will not be able to be put into use. 

14. Počitelj – Zvirovići, Lot 1., 11.1 km 

The construction of this sub-section includes works from chainage 0 + 000 to 11 + 075 with 

the exception of the large Počitelj bridge which is the subject of another contract. This 

section, apart from the open part of the route, consists of; the Počitelj loop and toll station, 

and several important facilities on the right side of the Neretva River, of which the most 

important are the Počitelj tunnel (1.2 km), three viaducts and the continuation of the open 
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route to the Zvirovići loop. The contract for the construction of this sub-section was signed 

with the Chinese contractor China State, and the works officially started at the end of 

September 2019. The works are performed continuously with relatively small delays. The 

estimated deadline for the execution of works is 24 months.  

15. Počitelj – Zvirovići, Lot 2., 1.0 km 

The subject of the Contract on the construction of the Počitelj - Zvirovići motorway sub-

section (Lot 2) is the large 975 m long Počitelj bridge, which bridges the Neretva River 

riverbed and the M-17 main road, and the Sarajevo-Ploče railway with a column height of 

approximately 100 m, which by all elements represents the largest land bridge in the 

region. The construction contract was signed with the Azvirt - Sinohydro - Powerchina 

Consortium, and the works officially started at the end of September 2019. Currently, the 

works are being carried out continuously, however, at the beginning of the construction 

period, significant delays were recorded due to the slow mobilization of the Contractor. The 

deadline for completion of works is 30 months. 

 

16. Vraca – Donja Gračanica, approx. 3.5 km  

In addition to the open part of the route, the sub-section includes the Zenica North loop 

and toll station, a larger viaduct over the settlement of Donja Gračanica (approx. 400 m), 

the Hum tunnel (also approx. 400 m), a shorter viaduct (Jelovik approx. 100 m), and 

connecting roads to the centre of Zenica. By changing the route of this section at the 

beginning of 2020, its beginning is connected with the previous section (Ponirak - Vraca) 

and is located in the Zenica tunnel, whose length is now 3,300 m. The contract for the 

construction of this sub-section was signed in November 2018. The realization of the 

construction is carried out according to the contract "design and build" (yellow FIDIC), so 

before the start of works on this sub-section, the project documentation should be 

prepared, and the necessary permits and approvals for construction should be obtained. 

The works are performed by the Turkish company Cengiz Insat. The works are proceeding 

at a favourable pace, so that the completion of works is expected before the agreed 

deadline (May 2020). The southern section of this sub-section has been completed and its 

commissioning is expected as part of the Zenica bypass. 

17. Lašva - Nević Polje expressway (Lot 5. Vitez – Nević Polje) 

The Lašva - Nević Polje route is part of the new expanded European network of 

expressways, the so-called route 2A Okučani (Croatia) - Banja Luka - Jajce - Travnik - 

Lašva. The section of this Lašva - Nević Polje expressway for which project documentation 

has already been prepared (Main Project) is 24.5 km long. In 2020, it is planned to conduct 

a tender procedure for the selection of contractors and supervision for the construction of 

Lot 5. Vitez - Nević Polje, approximately 5 km long. In order to integrate this stretch into 

the existing transport network, it would be necessary to build loops at the beginning and 

end of this sub-section through which a connection with the existing transport infrastructure 

would be established. For the implementation of this concept, it was necessary to adjust 

the project documentation. Preparations are underway for the second phase of the tender 

procedure, however due to the length of the tender procedure and the slow expropriation 

process, works on this section of the expressway could start only in the second quarter of 

2021. The deadline for the execution of works is 20 months. 

18. Prača – Goražde expressway (Lot 1. Phase I - Hranjen tunnel)  

The section of the Prača-Goražde expressway has a total length of 13.7 km. Phase I of 

this expressway is the production of a semi-profile of the expressway along its entire length. 

Phase II would involve the completion of this road to the full profile of the expressway and 
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its implementation is not foreseen in the foreseeable future. Lot 1. Phase I is the excavation 

(perforation) and construction of the primary support of the main and service pipe of the 

Hranjen tunnel, 5.5 km long, a key facility on the route of this expressway. The contract for 

the execution of works was signed with the local contractor Euro-asfalt, and the works 

officially started at the beginning of February 2019. The estimated deadline for the 

execution of works is 36 months. Construction is carried out according to the contract 

"design and build" (yellow FIDIC). The originally contracted value will be significantly 

increased due to poorer geology in the tunnel than expected and inadequate (insufficiently 

professional) engagement of the Contractor, due to which the works are progressing 

significantly slower. Therefore, the construction deadline is expected to be extended.  

19. Klopče – Donja Gračanica, 5.8 km 

The works officially started on June 1, 2016. This sub-section is located in an area with an 

extremely complex, and in terms of construction, extremely unfavourable geology that 

makes it difficult to perform earthworks and works on securing the scarps of cuts and 

fractures. Unfortunately, after the additional research works envisaged by the Contract, it 

turned out that the technical solutions provided by the Basic (Main) Project did not 

adequately take into account such complex engineering-geological conditions of the 

terrain, so in some parts it was necessary to change them, which significantly slowed down 

works. In 2020, the main works were completed, it remains to complete some more final 

works and local roads and to perform technical acceptance of works. In mid-December 

2020, the Supervision submitted a new estimate, so that the total value of the Contract is 

in the amount of EUR 168,547,387.71 including VAT, which is an increase compared to 

the previous forecast. 

20. Sarajevo Bypass (Lot 3B), 1.5 km 

The importance of the construction of the mentioned road is based on the need for traffic 

connection of the Sarajevo Bypass with lower rank roads. It stretches from the Vlakovo 

loop to the connection to the Mostar crossroad. This four-lane road will be approximately 

1.5 km long and, in addition to the open part of the route, also includes two viaducts of 145 

m in length. After a long time, the tender procedure for the construction of this road was 

successfully completed, so that the realization of the contract officially began on December 

22, 2020. The deadline for the execution of works is 14 months. 

21. Rehabilitation of the regional road R425a on the Tromeđa - Zvirovići section, 5.8 km  

According to an earlier Decision of the FBiH Government from 2014, JP Autoceste FBiH 

undertook the obligation to rehabilitate the Regional Road R425a on the stretch from 

Tromeđa (Međugorje) to Zvirovići, which would improve the communication link from 

Međugorje as an important tourist destination to the Zvirovići loop, i.e. the motorway 

junction of Corridor Vc. As part of this contract, a medium voltage power supply was 

performed for the Zvirovići loop and toll station, on the Počitelj - Bijača section. The contract 

for the realization of this project was signed with the company KTM Brina d.o.o. Posušje, 

and the works started at the beginning of April 2019, with an approximate completion 

deadline of 18 months. Work on this project is progressing with some problems with 

existing utility installations. At the beginning of 2021, the completion of works on this 

regional road is expected.  
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6.4. Supervision service plan 

The plan of activities of supervision on the construction of sub-sections of the motorway 

on Corridor Vc and expressways follows the activities on the construction and is given in the 

following overview:  

 

Table 7.  

Ord. 
No. 

Name of investment 

Contract 
value / 

estimated 
value  

Plan for 2021 
excluding 
VAT (BAM) 

1 2 3 4 

Financing with international loans 81,224,657 13,430,958 

1. Putnikovo brdo - Medakovo 6,845,405 1,426,126 

2. Medakovo - Ozimice 8,000,000 222,222 

3. Poprikuše - Nemila 11,734,980 3,352,851 

4. Nemila - Vranduk 2,738,162 1,026,811 

5. Vranduk - Ponirak 4,071,842 2,096,044 

6. Prenj Tunnel 18,775,968 536,456 

7. Mostar North - Mostar South 13,690,810 625,866 

8. Mostar South - Kvanj 5,867,490 977,915 

9. Kvanj - Buna (Kvanj tunnel)  9,500,000 3,166,667 

Grant funding 28,316,431 10,077,144 

10. Ponirak - Vraca  3,752,064 1,602,277 

11. Vraca - Donja Gračanica 4,742,614 841,747 

12. Tarčin - Ivan (Lot 1.) 4,103,840 2,462,304 

13. Tarčin - Ivan (Lot 2. Ivan tunnel) 3,615,841 1,722,724 

14. Buna - Počitelj 3,602,072 499,622 

15. Počitelj - Zvirovići (both Lots) 8,500,000 2,948,470 

Financing from the FBiH budget 6,250,000 2,000,000 

16. 
Lašva - Nević Polje expressway (Lot 1. Vitez - Nević 
Polje) 

2,000,000 1,000,000 

17. Prača - Goražde expressway (Phase I) 4,250,000 1,000,000 

Own funding 16,134,051 2,551,560 

18. Klopče - Donja Gračanica 14,191,512 1,281,562 

19. Sarajevo bypass (Lot 3B) 1,459,997 1,251,426 

20. Regional road R425a Tromeđa - Zvirovići 482,542 18,572 

TOTAL 131,925,139 28,059,662 

 

Explanations of planned activities:  

 

The plan of activities for the selection of consultants for supervision services on the 

construction of sub-sections of the motorway and expressways is synchronized with the 

planned activities for the selection of contractors. 

 

Note: In 2021, until the effectiveness of grant funds, pre-financing will be done from own funds. 
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6.4.1. Hiring consultants for technical assistance 

The plan for hiring consultants for technical assistance in the construction of 

sections/sub-sections of the motorway on Corridor Vc and expressways in the FBiH is given 

in the following overview:  

 

Table 8. 

Ord. 
No. 

Name of investment 
Contract value 

/ estimated 
value  

Plan for 2021 
excluding VAT 

(BAM) 

1 2 3 4 

Financing with international loans 586,466 151,011 

1. Počitelj – Zvirovići (EIB) 586,466 151,011 

Grant funding 3,130,531 867,361 

2. Ponirak - Vraca (EIB) 1,122,646 236,347 

3. Vraca - Donja Gračanica (EBRD) 507,885 172,681 

4. 
Tarčin - Ivan (Lot 1.) and Kvanj - Buna 
(Kvanj tunnel) (EIB) 

1,500,000 458,333 

Own funding 3,183,071 879,751 

5. Poprikuše - Nemila  2,326,071 686,926 

6. Vranduk - Ponirak 857,000 192,825 

TOTAL 6,900,068 1,898,123 

 

Explanations of planned services: 

Technical assistance consulting services are planned with the intention to provide 

professional assistance to the Contracting Authority in the phase of preparation and 

implementation of the tender procedure and further in the phase of implementation of the 

construction contract. 

Technical assistance is, initially, conditioned by the EIB for projects implemented from the 

funds of the said Bank. This model, in order to unify the approach to contract management, 

was transferred to other financiers (EBRD, OFID). An initiative is underway to rationalize 

contracts for technical assistance and reduce them to the function of assistance in conducting 

tender procedures and for certain aspects of the implementation of construction contracts 

(analysis of claims, geotechnics, etc.). 
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6.4.2. Other professional services to support construction projects 

        In 2021, it is planned to hire FIDIC and technical experts to support construction projects.  

Table 9. 

Ord. 
No. 

Name of investment 

Contract 
value / 

estimated 
value  

Plan for 
2021 

excluding 
VAT 

(BAM) 

1 2 3 4 

1. 
Consulting services of FIDIC experts to support construction 
projects 

200,000 200,000 

2. 
Hiring professional and technical experts to support 
construction projects 

80,000 80,000 

TOTAL 280,000 280,000 

 

Explanations of planned services: 

1. Consulting services of FIDIC experts to support construction projects   

Since several new construction contracts were signed in the previous period, it is to be 

expected that during the implementation of these contracts there will be many cases of 

claims of Contractors (claims) justified or those that have no real justification. According to 

previous experience, many such cases (especially those with unrealistic claims of the 

Contractor) end up before the Dispute Resolution Council. In order to strengthen the 

position of JP Autoceste in these disputes, the engagement of an external consultant - 

FIDIC expert is planned. 

2. Hiring professional and technical experts to support construction projects 

During the implementation of construction contracts, there is an occasional need to hire 

technical experts (geologists, geotechnicians, or experts of other profiles) who will provide 

professional assistance in solving certain specific problems in the construction of facilities 

on motorways (bridges, tunnels, supporting structures, slope stability, cuts and fractures, 

etc.). 

 

6.5.  Management and maintenance 

Management and maintenance of the motorway has an extremely important role in the 

organization of the work of JP Autoceste, because the responsibility is concentrated on the 

safety and protection of motorway users, but also on the payment of service by A1 motorway 

users. 

The main activities on motorway management and maintenance are regular and winter 

maintenance of the built part of the motorway, implementation and monitoring of the closed 

toll system, monitoring and management of motorway traffic, protection of the motorway from 

excessive traffic load, uncontrolled construction along the motorway, advertising, etc., all for 

the purpose of safe and undisturbed traffic.   

The constructed part of the A1 motorway managed by the JP Autoceste FBiH is 

approx. 102 km, and includes the Zenica North - Tarčin section in the length of 92 km and the 

Međugorje - Bijača section in the length of approximately 10 km. In addition to the above 

sections, JP Autoceste FBiH are also in charge of managing and maintaining the constructed 
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part of the expressway 1 Butila - Briješće approx. 3.5 km long. In the following period, the A1 

Svilaj - Odžak motorway section is expected to be opened to traffic. 

 

 

6.5.1. Motorway maintenance services 

 

Table 10. 

Ord.No. Name of activity 

Contracted / 
estimated 

value of works 
/ services 

excluding VAT 

Plan for 2021 
excluding VAT 

(BAM) 

1 2 3 4 

1. 
Regular and winter maintenance of the motorway 
and maintenance of facilities at toll booths 

9,063,500 4,488,500 

2. Project documentation preparation services 145,000 145,000 

3. 
Monitoring of environmental elements and 
inspections of facilities and structures on the 
motorway 

923,000 623,000 

4. 
Maintenance of devices and equipment for fire 
protection and occupational safety 

881,053 677,000 

5. 
Maintenance of electrical and mechanical 
installations and devices 

648,000 442,000 

6. 
Maintenance of vehicles and working machines 
used by the EMS 

172,074 172,074 

7 Landslide remediation works 95,000 95,000 

TOTAL FROM THE MAINTENANCE DOMAIN 11,927,627 6,642,574 

 

Explanations of planned activities: 

 

1. Regular and winter maintenance of the motorway and maintenance of high-rise 

facilities at toll booths;  

The activity refers to regular and winter maintenance of the constructed part of the 

motorway on the Zenica North - Tarčin section in the length of approx. 92 km and the 

Zvirovići - Bijača section in the length of approx. 10 km, then the Svilaj - Odžak 

sections, 11 km long, as well as expressway 1 Butila - Briješće, approx. 4.5 km long. 

Currently, a framework agreement is in force for regular and winter maintenance of the 

motorway on the Zenica South - Tarčin section, which expires in November 2021. In 

the meantime, activities have been initiated for a framework agreement for regular and 

winter maintenance of the motorway on the Zenica North - Tarčin section and it is 

planned for a period of four years. In addition to the value of annual contracts for the 

Zenica North - Tarčin and Zvirovići - Bijača sections, the item also includes the total 

estimated value of the new framework agreement for regular and winter maintenance 

of the Svilaj-Odžak motorway section, for that reason, there was a larger deviation in 

the column contracted/estimated value of works/services in relation to the column Plan 

for 2021. It is not yet known when the new framework agreement will enter into force, 

as it also depends on the length of the public procurement procedure.   
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The activity also refers to the regular maintenance of toll collection facilities 

maintenance, procurement of equipment for winter maintenance of toll collection 

facilities, procurement of materials for replacement in the wastewater treatment 

system, maintenance of the drainage systems on the A1 motorway, horticultural 

landscaping of green areas, replacement of transition devices on bridges, works on 

the reconstruction of dismantling crossings, works and supervision on repairing road 

trunk damage at the Lašva site and maintenance of systems for early detection of road 

icing. 

2. Project documentation preparation services; 

Project documentation services include the development of a 3D model of the route 

and the design of noise protection walls, the development of a drainage of storm water 

from the motorway project, the development of a project to replace metal separators 

on the Podlugovi-Visoko section, development of a project for the reconstruction of 

dismantling crossings, development of the project of the facility for accommodation of 

equipment for the system of early detection of road icing, as well as preparation of the 

study for the rehabilitation of concrete fences on the motorway and the study for 

harmonization of the project of noise protection walls with existing installations and 

equipment.  

3. Monitoring of environmental elements and inspections of facilities and 

structures on the motorway; 

The item refers to geotechnical monitoring of existing inclinometer installations along 

the motorway, main inspection of the pavement structure, with assessment of the 

condition and proposal of necessary works for rehabilitation, as well as rental of an 

inspection vehicle for the main inspection of bridging facilities. Also, the item includes 

control testing of environmental elements according to environmental permits, control 

measurements of installed geotechnical anchors, and geodetic monitoring of 

benchmarks at landslide remediation sites. 

4. Maintenance of devices and equipment for fire protection and occupational 

safety; 

It is necessary to regularly conduct periodic inspections and control testing of fire 

protection and occupational safety devices, as well as servicing of fire alarm systems 

and gas detection in all facilities where they are installed, then regular maintenance of 

fire trucks, regular and extraordinary servicing and maintenance of special firefighting 

equipment, as well as procurement of the occupational safety equipment. 

5. Maintenance of electrical and mechanical installations and devices; 

Maintenance of electrical and mechanical installations and devices refers to the 

maintenance of lighting, transformer stations, MV and LV electrical equipment, as well 

as air conditioning, ventilation and heating systems, diesel electric generators and 

UPS devices, reconstruction and replacement of cooling and heating systems in 

facilities within the motorway and costs for technical maintenance on constructed MV 

cable lines. 

6. Maintenance of vehicles and working machines used by the EMS 

The item refers to the procurement of spare parts and regular maintenance for all 

vehicles and work machines used by the EMS. 

7. Landslide remediation works 

The item refers to the execution of works, as well as supervision over the execution of 

works on landslide remediation at the location of wall Z5 on the Lepenica - Tarčin 

section. 
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6.5.2. Toll collection services 

Table 11. 

Ord.No. Name of activity 

Contracted / 
estimated 

value of works 
/ services 

excluding VAT 

Plan for 2021 
excluding VAT 

(BAM) 

1 2 3 4 

1. 
Maintenance and finishing of the toll collection 
system on all sections of the A1 motorway 

3,850,842 1,778,801 

2. 
Procurement of materials, equipment and devices 
for the needs of the toll collection system on the A1 
motorway 

843,566 842,566 

3. Other activities 674,000 544,000 

TOTAL FROM THE DOMAIN OF TOLL COLLECTION 5,368,408 3,165,367 

 

Explanations of planned activities: 

 

1. Maintenance and finishing of the toll collection system on all sections of the A1 

motorway; 

The activity primarily relates to the maintenance of hardware and software parts of the 

toll collection system on all sections of the motorway. Given the importance and correct 

functioning of the toll collection system on all sections of the A1 motorway, all activities 

on regular, extraordinary and emergency maintenance of the implemented toll 

collection system on the A1 motorway have been performed and should be performed 

continuously. 

For the maintenance of the software part of the toll collection system and the hardware 

part of the toll collection system in 2018, framework agreements were signed, which 

are listed in Table 10, item 1 in the column contracted/estimated value of 

works/services. 

The activity also refers to cloud hosting services of the billing system, services of 

accepting bank cards on the toll collection system, and procurement and installation of 

inductive loops for the needs of the toll system. This estimate for 2021 is planned in 

relation to annual contracts, as well as a three-year contract for the maintenance of 

the software part of the toll collection system on all sections of the motorway. 

2. Procurement of materials, equipment and devices for the needs of the toll 

collection system on the A1 motorway; 

The activity refers to the procurement of materials, equipment and devices necessary 

for the proper functioning of the toll collection system on the A1 motorway, and includes 

the procurement of magnetic cards, banking equipment and spare parts for toll 

collection, bank bags for packing money, then the procurement of thermal adding rolls, 

ribbon tapes for card issuers, trusses/rails for toll ramps, procurement of ACC TAG 

devices, and other materials and services necessary for the functioning of the toll 

collection system. 

3. Other activities; 

Other activities include items such as procurement of petroleum products and other 

ancillary goods for official vehicles, maintenance of hygiene and cleanliness of the 
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facilities of JP Autoceste FBiH, servicing of internal gas stations at the Drivuša and 

Zvirići Traffic maintenance and control centres, regular and extraordinary external 

washing of toll collection facilities, toll booths and toll lanes on the A1 motorway in the 

Federation of BiH, rental of smart safes for toll booths, then procurement of 

promotional and information material for the needs of electronic toll collection, as well 

as the purchase of convectors and exercise equipment. In addition, this item includes 

the development of temporary traffic signalization projects for the regulation of traffic 

flow at the side and front toll points on the A1 motorway in the FBiH and the 

procurement of temporary traffic signals for the needs of JP Autoceste FBiH. 

 

 

 

6.5.3. Motorway management services 

Table 12. 

Ord.No. Name of activity 

Contracted / 
estimated 

value of works 
/ services 

excluding VAT 

Plan for 2021 
excluding VAT 

(BAM) 

1 2 3 4 

1. 
Maintenance of the motorway management system 
and remote monitoring of tunnels on all sections of 
the motorway 

8,413,909 2,899,000 

2. 
Maintenance of IT systems to support management 
systems and auxiliary systems 

761,920 542,000 

3. 
Preparation of project documentation for expanding 
the functionality of the management system and 
improving traffic safety on the motorway 

272,824 240,824 

4. Activities to improve motorway traffic safety 97,000 97,000 

TOTAL FROM THE MANAGEMENT DOMAIN 9,545,653 3,778,824 

 

Explanations of planned activities: 

 

1. Maintenance of the motorway management system and remote monitoring of 

tunnels on all sections of the motorway; 

Maintenance of the motorway management system and remote monitoring of tunnels 

on all sections of the A1 motorway is necessary for the system to function properly and 

without downtime. 

For the maintenance of the software part of the motorway traffic management and 

control system and the hardware part of the motorway traffic management and control 

system in 2019, the framework agreements listed in Table 11, item 1 in the column 

contracted/estimated value of works were signed.  

The activity also includes the procurement of services of regular six-month inspection 

of video surveillance and panic systems on all sections and facilities of the motorway, 

maintenance of verification video surveillance, procurement of passive equipment and 

small materials for the needs of the Department for maintenance of toll collection 
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system, motorway monitoring and management systems, then conducting information 

campaigns and promoting traffic safety on the motorway, professional training of 

employees in the Department of Management, Supervision and Traffic Safety, and 

mandatory training for firefighters and patrols. This estimate for 2021 is planned in 

relation to the annual contracts, as well as a three-year contract for the maintenance 

of the software and hardware part of the traffic monitoring and management system 

on all sections of the A1 motorway. 

2. Maintenance of IT systems to support management systems and auxiliary 

systems; 

The activity refers to the maintenance of IT systems that serve to support the 

management system, and includes: maintenance of Oracle infrastructure and 

technologies, maintenance of the main optical cable, rental of professional industrial 

links, maintenance of radio voice connections for the needs of the Company, 

procurement of technical support for the Core data transmission system and access 

and wireless data transmission system, as well as maintenance of HP equipment in 

server rooms on the route. 

3. Preparation of project documentation for expanding the functionality of the 

management system and improving traffic safety on the motorway; 

The item includes the preparation of project documentation for the improvement of 

safety elements on the motorway, the preparation of an elaborate for the lightning and 

surge protection of meteorological stations with accompanying equipment, the 

preparation of project documentation for the reconstruction of HVAC installations at toll 

booths, preparation of project documentation for the reconstruction of substation 

ventilation in the 1. Mart tunnel, preparation of project-technical documentation with 

related studies for emergency/unforeseen activities, preparation of energy audit - 

analysis of the situation and identification of energy efficiency improvement of lighting 

systems on motorways and tunnels, as well as the preparation of energy audit - 

analysis of the situation and identification of energy efficiency improvements for 

facilities with a complex technical heating and cooling system and the procurement 

and installation of surge protection equipment for meteorological stations with 

accompanying equipment. 

4. Activities to improve traffic safety on the motorway; 

The subject item includes the elimination of the aquaplaning effect on the bridge M6 of 

the Podlugovi - Sarajevo North section, the procurement of fence finishes with the 

effect of shock mitigation, the lease of space for the purpose of JPAC radio coverage 

and the service of OTDR optic instrument.  
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6.6.  Other capital investments  
 
6.6.1. Capital investments in the field of toll management, maintenance and collection 

 

Table 13. 

Ord.No
. 

Name of activity 

Contracted / 
estimated 

value of works 
/ services 

excluding VAT 

Plan for 2021 
excluding VAT 

(BAM) 

1 2 3 4 

1. 
Execution of works on the rehabilitation of the 
pavement structure, bridges and elements of the 
motorway 

8,006,000 8,006,000 

2. 
Execution of works on installation and replacement 
of equipment on the motorway 

1,019,000 876,000 

3. 
Upgrading the traffic management and control 
system on the motorway with the implementation 
of ITS 

4,905,000 3,565,000 

4. 
Execution of works on the construction of walls for 
noise protection 

11,000,000 2,000,000 

5. 
Procurement of equipment to improve traffic safety 
on the motorway 

2,015,000 1,615,000 

6. 
Procurement of vehicles, working machines, tools 
and equipment for motorway maintenance 

195,000 195,000 

7. 
Reconstruction and arrangement of business 
facilities owned by JP Autoceste FBiH 

1,040,000 1,000,000 

8. 
Hardware and software solutions, and services for 
the needs of IT systems 

1,495,000 1,365,000 

9. Other capital investments 556,000 556,000 

TOTAL CAPITAL INVESTMENTS 30.231.000 19,178,000 

 

 

Explanations of planned investments: 

 

1. Execution of works on the rehabilitation of the pavement structure, bridges 

and elements of the motorway; 

The item includes works and supervision on the rehabilitation of the pavement 

structure on the Podlugovi - Sarajevo North section, then works and supervision on 

the rehabilitation of the bridge MO6, as well as works and supervision of the 

rehabilitation of the drainage system.  

2. Execution of works on installation and replacement of equipment on the 

motorway; 

The subject item refers to the replacement of a dilapidated metal fence on bridges on 

the Visoko - Sarajevo North section, then the procurement and installation of a fence 

to protect equipment and devices from snow, correction of the fence at route and 

bridge joints, construction of MV cable connections TS, and replacement of devastated 

separators on an existing closed drainage system.  
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3. Upgrading the traffic management and control system on the motorway with 

the implementation of ITS; 

The activity refers to the implementation of the High Vehicle Measurement System on 

the A1 motorway, the implementation of ITS on the constructed Bilješevo - Sarajevo 

North motorway section where this system was not previously implemented, and the 

development of an amended project and harmonization of ITS equipment and devices 

on the constructed sections of the A1 motorway. 

4. Execution of works on the construction of walls for noise protection; 

The activity refers to the execution and supervision of works on the construction of 

noise barriers on the Podlugovi - Visoko motorway section, which is 8.5 km long. It is 

planned to install walls for noise protection in places where noise endangers facilities 

along the motorway. According to the project, the total number of walls for noise 

protection on the section in question is 20, while the area of one-sided-absorbing walls 

for noise protection is approximately 29,000 m2, and the area of transparent walls for 

noise protection is 1,000 m2. 

5. Procurement of equipment to improve traffic safety on the motorway; 

Procurement of equipment to improve traffic safety on the motorway includes the 

procurement and installation of a safety fence, the procurement and installation of 

devices that interfere with the entry of pests into electrical cabinets along the route of 

the A1 motorway, replacement of lighting fixtures in tunnels, then procurement and 

installation of Info Display in the 1. Mart tunnel, and replacement of lighting fixtures 

from classic light bulbs to lighting fixtures in LED technology. 

6. Procurement of vehicles, working machines, tools and equipment for 

motorway maintenance; 

The item refers to the procurement of equipment for extended functionality of the 

camera and devices for inspection of drainage systems, then the procurement of a 

transport vehicle for logistics, the procurement of two patrol vehicles, and the 

procurement of vehicles for the electrical department. 

7. Reconstruction and arrangement of business facilities owned by JP Autoceste; 

The activity relates to: adaptation and equipping of the Zvirići Traffic maintenance and 

control centre - equipping and commissioning of the control centre, which includes 

complete equipping of all elements of the control centre, video wall, controller, 

workstations, furniture. In addition, the item includes the procurement and equipping 

of the fire station at the Zvirići and Drivuša Traffic maintenance and control centre, then 

the execution of works and equipping the logistics warehouse of the Drivuša Traffic 

maintenance and control centre, the procurement of chairs for toll collection and the 

reconstruction and replacement of cooling and heating systems in facilities within the 

motorway. 

8. Hardware and software solutions, and services for the needs of IT systems; 

Procurement refers to the procurement of servers and server equipment (primarily to 

replace old servers and server equipment due to expiration), procurement of network 

equipment, as well as other services and equipment for the needs of IT systems. These 

are key systems such as: toll collection system, motorway management and 

surveillance system, etc. Also, the procurement includes the expansion, upgrade and 

maintenance of video surveillance systems at toll booths and the Traffic maintenance 

and control centres, service and reconstruction of the overpass control system on 

oversized strips NM, procurement of Wildcard SSL certificates, procurement of license 

prerequisites for Firewall security solution, procurement and expansion of wireless 
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access system, as well as reconstruction of continuous power supply of the Drivuša 

Control centre server room. 

9. Other capital investments; 

The item includes the digitization of archival material at the Zvirići Traffic maintenance 

and control centre, the preparation of project documentation for the replacement of 

lighting fixtures in tunnels and loops, the preparation of the Main Project with the 

associated studies of the reconstruction of the Sarajevo North front toll booth, then the 

procurement of means and equipment for the needs of fire protection and occupational 

safety, the procurement of air compressors and the procurement of devices for locating 

LV cables and faults on LV cables.  

 

 

 

 

6.6.2. Capital investments in the field of IT 

Table 14.  

Ord. 
No. 

Name of investment 

Contract value 
/ estimated 

value of 
works/services 
excluding VAT 

(BAM) 

Plan for 
2021 

excluding 
VAT (BAM) 

1 2 3 4 

1. 
Procurement of software solutions and licensing 
prerequisites necessary for the Company's business 

920,000 920,000 

2. Procurement of computer, network and server equipment 100,000 100,000 

TOTAL 1,020,000 1,020,000 

 

Explanations of planned activities: 

1. Procurement of software solutions and licensing prerequisites necessary for Company's 

business operations includes procurement/upgrade of information systems such as GIS 

support information infrastructure, upgrade of Virtual Desktop infrastructure. Furthermore, 

it includes the acquisition of new Microsoft licenses, Autodesk licenses and other licenses 

required for the operation of systems used in the Company;  

2. Procurement of computer, network and server equipment includes activities of 

procurement of new computer units, servers, switches, routers and similar equipment 

necessary for the operation of local systems.  
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6.6.3. Other capital investments  

Table 15.  

Ord. 
No. 

Name of investment 

Contract value 
/ estimated 

value of 
works/services 
excluding VAT 

(BAM) 

Plan for 
2021 

excluding 
VAT (BAM) 

1 2 3 4 

1. 
Procurement of project documentation and office building 
in Mostar 

12,000,000 500,000 

2. Reconstruction of Briješće business facility 930,000 600,000 

3. 
The Main Project for the reconstruction of the business 
facility along the Briješće roundabout 

13,250 1,325 

4. 
Preparation of project documentation for the connection of 
the Briješće business facility to the communal infrastructure 

20,000 15,000 

5. Procurement of official vehicles (operating lease) 400,000 150,000 

6. Procurement of official vehicles 400,000 400,000 

7. Procurement of office furniture 73,000 40,000 

8. 
Procurement of furniture for furnishing the Briješće 
business facility 

100,000 50,000 

9. Equipping the archive depot in Bijača 20,000 20,000 

10. Purchase of a DSLR camera  3,000 3.000 

11. 
Development of the Main Project for the adaptation of the 
JPAC business facility at 20, Adema Buće Street 
(adaptation of the third floor/attic) 

6,000 6,000 

12. 
Adaptation of the JPAC business facility at, 20 Adema 
Buće Street (adaptation of the third floor/attic) 

185,000 185,000 

TOTAL 14,150,250 1,970,325 

 

Explanations of planned investments:  

1. Procurement of project documentation and office building in Mostar – In accordance 

with the Conclusion of the Government of the FBiH number: 779/2019, JP Autoceste is in 

charge of providing project documentation for the construction of an office building in 

Mostar, and the Government of the FBiH and JP Autoceste will conclude a Joint 

Investment Agreement for the construction of an office building in Mostar. The Preliminary 

Design of the JPAC office building in Mostar was obtained during 2020, and it is planned 

to launch the above-mentioned activity for the accommodation of business premises in 

Mostar. 

2. Reconstruction of the Briješće business facility – The planned activities relate to the 

reconstruction of the Briješće business facility, execution of works and supervision over 

the execution of works. An urban permit has been issued for the works in question. 

Currently, activities are underway to obtain the necessary permits from individual utility 

companies, which are a prerequisite for issuing construction permits. Upon their receipt, 

an application for a construction permit will be submitted. 

3. The Main project for the reconstruction of the business facility along the Briješće 

roundabout – For the development of the Main Project for the reconstruction of the 
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business facility along the Briješće roundabout, the contractor was paid 90% of the 

contracted value in 2019. The rest of the contracted value of 10% (BAM 1,325.00) will be 

paid to the contractor according to the completed final certificate (of payment). The Main 

Project for the reconstruction of the facility was returned to the contractor for finishing and 

elimination of certain shortcomings. After the final delivery of the revised Main Project, the 

conditions will be met for the contractor to submit the final certificate (of payment). 

4. Preparation of project documentation for the connection of the Briješće business 

facility to the communal infrastructure – Considering that the urban permit has been 

issued for the facility in question, in the process of obtaining the necessary permits from 

individual utility companies, which are a prerequisite for issuing construction permits (e.g. 

connection of the facility to the water supply network, connection to a separate sewerage 

network, etc.), it may be necessary to order additional project documentation.  

5. Procurement of official vehicles through operating lease – The procurement of official 

vehicles for the needs of the Management Board of the Company is planned, considering 

the age, the dilapidation of the vehicles and the number of kilometres travelled. Namely, it 

is necessary to purchase new vehicles due to the dilapidation of existing ones, i.e. the 

costs of regular and extraordinary maintenance of existing vehicles have long been 

extremely high, so that any further use of these vehicles is not economically viable.  

6. Procurement of official vehicles – For the needs of performing regular activities of JPAC 

employees, and due to the age and dilapidation of existing vehicles as well as due to 

mileage, it is necessary to purchase new official vehicles. Existing vehicles are worn out 

and mostly defective, so they are not safe and reliable for everyday field work that is an 

integral part of our Company's business. In addition, due to their dilapidation, the costs of 

regular and extraordinary maintenance of these vehicles are extremely high, so that any 

further use of these vehicles is not economically viable. Also, it is important to point out 

that due to the constant increase in the number of construction sites on sections of the 

motorway and expressways, the need for all-terrain vehicles is growing every day in order 

to perform planning and design of new sections of the motorway and expressways, 

expropriation of land for the needs of construction of new sections of the motorway and 

expressways, execution of works on sections under construction and ultimately 

management and maintenance on already constructed sections of the motorway. 

7. Procurement of office furniture – A Framework Agreement in the amount of BAM 80,000 

was signed on December 24, 2018. In 2021, it is planned to withdraw funds from the 

remaining BAM 13,000 through an individual contract. A new procurement of BAM 40,000 

has been launched for the period until the funds expire.   

8. Procurement of furniture for furnishing the Briješće business facility – The subject 

item is planned for the procurement of furniture for equipping the Briješće business facility 

after the completion of works on the reconstruction of the facility. Currently, the procedure 

of selection of contractors and supervision for the execution of works on the reconstruction 

of the Briješće business facility is underway.    

9. Equipping the archive depot in Bijača – The planned item is needed to meet the 

standards of archival material and a long-term solution for archiving JPAC material. 

10. Purchase of a DSLR camera – The purchase of a DSLR camera did not happen in 2020 

as originally planned, so it is realistic to expect its purchase in 2021.   

11. and 12. Development of the Main Project for the adaptation and adaptation of the 

JPAC business facility at 20, Adema Buća Street - In accordance with the Decision of 

the Management Board of the Company number 01-12076-3/20 of November 26, 2020, 
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the adaptation of the third floor/attic is planned and the expenditures for 2021 were 

estimated. 

 

6.7. Standardization and improvement of work 
 

      The Service for Standardization, Quality and Environmental Management plans in 2021, 

and in accordance with the requirements of international loanors, prepare and harmonize the 

operations of the certification companies according to the requirements of the ISO 45001 

standard - Occupational Health & Safety management system. This implementation process 

was already planned for 2020, but has been delayed due to the well-known situation with the 

COVID virus pandemic. Also, the Service will further optimize the documentation in 

accordance with the requirements of this standard, as well as with the already implemented 

versions of the standards ISO 9001:2015 and ISO 14001:2015. Further improvement in this 

period would raise the level of support in the management of the Company and the continuous 

improvement of the organization of business and work processes, as well as in increasing the 

reputation of the Company. The regular course of the Service activities will be reflected in 

internal audits up to twice a year, supervisory, certification and recertification audits of 

implemented systems, continuous education of employees in the Service and employees in 

the Company, annual customer satisfaction surveys, preparation and participation in annual 

IMS reviews by the Management Board, recognizing business problems and proposing 

solutions to them - analysis of business processes, as well as monitoring the implementation 

of the initiated corrective measures, based on identified non-compliances and suggestions for 

improvement.  
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7. PROJECTION OF REVENUES AND EXPENDITURE 

7.1. Revenues 

Table 16.  

Ord. No. Name of revenue 
Revenue 

type 
code 

Projection 
of 

realization 
by the end 

of 2020 
(BAM) 

Plan for 
2021 (BAM) 

1 2 3 4 5 

1. Excise revenue 717114 154,941,293 172,600,000 

2. Settlement of excise duty on fuel 717114 0 59,000,000 

3. Toll revenue 722114 30,892,637 38,590,025 

4. 
Revenues from the fee for the use of road 
land 

722417 505,724 550,000 

5. Other revenues   14,344,356 3,000,000 

TOTAL   200,684,009 273,740,025 

 

1. Excise revenue (tolls from the price of fuel) are projected at the level of BAM 

161,138,945, which is an increase of 4% compared to the previous year. The planned 

amount is based on the assessment that the scenario of complete closure due to the 

Covid 19 virus pandemic will not be repeated, and that there will be a slight increase in 

fuel turnover on the market. Revenue projections were also made by the Macroeconomic 

Analysis Department of the Indirect Taxation Authority, however, it is significantly lower in 

2020 compared to the actual realization.  

2. Bearing in mind that in accordance with the Law on Excise Duties in the FBiH, the final 

methodology for the distribution of toll revenues has not yet been adopted, on the 

basis of which a monthly remittance of these funds would be made without retaining part 

of the revenues, a Decision on the temporary distribution of toll revenues for the 

construction of the motorway and the construction and reconstruction of other roads 

adopted by the Management Board of the Indirect Taxation Authority of BiH shall apply. 

Namely, the mentioned Decision defines that of the total toll revenue, 10% remains on 

the sub-account with the Central Bank of BiH - retained amount, and will be used to settle 

revenues after determining the final distribution methodology. The Decision also defines 

the percentages of distribution of the remaining part of revenues (90%) to the entities and 

the Brčko District. According to previous experience, this retained accumulated amount 

of revenue was remitted to other users of revenue every other year, but since 2017 it has 

not been remitted. Given that this is already a significant amount, the Business Plan for 

2021 plans to initiate activities for the remittance of funds.  

3. Revenues from toll collection – the projections are based on the traffic model. 

4. Revenues from the fee for the use of road land are made on the basis of existing 

contracts in accordance with the Rulebook on conditions and amount of fee for the use of 

road land for providing services and related activities to users along motorways and 

expressways (Official Gazette of the FBiH, No. 81/10, 13/13, 4/15, 93/17 and 77/19). 

5. Other revenues are planned under other revenues that are not included in the above 

items, and arise occasionally as a result of regular operations (collection of claims, 

positive exchange rate differences, revenue from the sale of tender documents, etc.).  
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7.2. Expenditures 

Table 17.  

Ord. No. Name of expenditure 
Projection of 
realization by 

the end of 2020 
Plan for 2021 

1 2 3 4 

Financing from the federal fee for the use of the motorway 
(toll) - 722114, fees for the use of road land - 722417 and 
other operating revenues 

32,107,105 38,598,930 

1. Purchase value of goods sold 229,462 385,000 

2. Raw materials and supplies consumption 311,092 478,400 

3. Energy and fuel consumption 1,355,428 1,579,000 

4. Used spare parts 83,974 158,374 

5. Write-off of small inventory, packaging and tires 119,663 436,000 

6. Salary costs 16,015,875 17,443,551 

7. Employee travel expenses 37,530 158,147 

8. 
Expenses of other incomes, compensations and 
material rights of employees 1,486,778 1,615,912 

9. Remuneration costs to other natural persons 130,659 169,451 

10. Costs of maintenance services 8,671,581 12,078,941 

11. Lease costs 661,569 893,850 

12. Advertising costs 24,563 83,050 

13. Costs of other services 195,093 724,361 

14. Costs of provisions for fees and other benefits 237,063 150,000 

15. Costs of provisions for litigation and damages 1,009,153 500,000 

16. Costs of non - productive services  403,600 515,440 

17. Representation costs 25,479 58,000 

18. Insurance premium costs 108,739 190,000 

19. Payment transaction costs 125,085 184,916 

20. 
Costs of postal and telecommunications services 

257,092 341,675 

21. 
Cost of taxes, compensations, fees and other duties 
borne by legal entities 318,548 257,154 

22. Other intangible costs 114,930 138,408 

23. Other financial expenditures 184,153 59,300 

Financing from excise revenues - 717114 36,901,660 54,855,545 

24. 
Depreciation up to the amount of tax deductible 
expenditures 

30,076,688 46,660,000 

25. Interest expenditures 6,808,031 8,179,741 

26. Other financial expenditures 16,942 15,803 

TOTAL 69,008,765 93,454,474 

 

The projection of operating costs was made on the basis of individual projections of 

business activities planned for 2021, the number of employees, the increase in the value of 
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fixed assets, as well as new loan borrowings. The estimate of depreciation costs is made on 

the basis of real parameters of depreciation calculation on total fixed assets. The calculation 

of interest expenses on behalf of international and domestic loan arrangements was 

performed on the basis of the estimated dynamics of loan withdrawals, data from available 

repayment plans and an estimate of interest rate movements. The estimate of all other 

operating costs was made on the basis of previous spending and the planned volume of work 

in 2021. The most significant discrepancy between expenditures in 2020 and planned 

expenditures in 2021 is due to increased maintenance costs, interest (planned increased 

volume of use of loan funds) and depreciation due to the commissioning of four new sub-

sections.  

Individual operating expenditures relate to the following: 

• (1) Purchase value of goods sold - the costs of sold ACC TAG devices are planned 

in this item.   

• (2) Raw materials and supplies consumption – this item covers all material costs 

related to materials used in the maintenance and billing system, office supplies, 

materials for current maintenance of fixed assets, procurement of supporting IT 

equipment and other material costs.   

• (3) The costs of energy consumption are stated based on the consumption estimate 

in the previous year. Within this cost item, the costs of procurement of petroleum 

products for vehicles, working machines, pumps, units used by the Motorway 

Management and Maintenance Sector, as well as the cost of procurement of heating 

oil for heating office premises in Mostar are calculated.  

• (4) Cost of procurement of spare parts for maintenance of vehicles, working 

machines and equipment of JP Autoceste FBiH. It is planned based on the 

consumption trend in previous periods.  

• (5) Write-off of small inventory, packaging and tires - in this position are planned 

expenditures related to the procurement of occupational safety equipment, 

procurement of means, equipment and tools for fire protection and occupational safety, 

uniforms for employees on toll collection and motorway management, procurement of 

banking equipment, spare parts and materials for toll collection, procurement of 

passive equipment and small materials for the needs of the Department for 

maintenance of toll collection, supervision and motorway management systems, as 

well as the procurement and installation of overvoltage protection equipment for 

meteorological stations with accompanying equipment. Through this item of 

expenditure, the purchase of tires is planned on the basis of current contracts and 

estimated values in previous years.  

• (6) Salary costs and salary compensation are planned based on the existing 

number of employees and planned employment in 2021. 

• (7) The costs of business trips of employees are estimated on the basis of the 

increase in the number of employees and the accompanying costs related to trips to 

educations and professional trainings of employees.  

• (8) Estimation of costs of other incomes, compensations and material rights of 

employees represents compensations for food during work - hot meal, compensations 

of costs for transport to and from work, holiday pay, assistance and reimbursement of 

funeral expenses in case of death, planned expenses for registration fees for seminars, 
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professional trainings, counselling, symposia, etc. on the basis of data on the existing 

number of employees and planned increase in the number of employees.   

• (9) Remuneration costs to other natural persons represent the costs of 

remuneration to members of the Supervisory Board, Audit Committee and members 

of various committees, as well as remuneration based on a service contract. The 

planned values are based on the estimated monthly obligations, i.e. on the basis of the 

assessment of the necessary occasional engagement of professional staff of various 

specialties.   

• (10) Costs of maintenance services are made on the basis of individual projections 

of costs in the field of management, toll and maintenance of the motorway. This item 

also shows the costs of maintaining computers, computer systems and licenses, cloud 

services for the needs of information systems in the Company, implementation, 

maintenance of functionality and recentness of the interactive web map, upgrade and 

maintenance of the website of JP Autoceste FBiH, costs of physical protection, costs 

of regular vehicle maintenance, costs of regular repairs in the facilities of JP Autoceste 

as well as services of desinsection, disinfection and deratization of toll booths and 

facilities of JP Autoceste FBiH.  

• (11) Estimation of lease costs was performed on the basis of existing lease 

agreements for office space, equipment, land and parking space for the needs of JP 

Autoceste FBiH. This item of expenditure also includes the service of renting an 

inspection vehicle for the needs of the main inspection of bridges, renting smart safes 

for toll booths, renting space for the purpose of covering the JPAC radio connection 

and renting a hall for the Company Day. 

• (12) Advertising and sponsorship costs relate to graphic design and printing 

services (printing of promotional material, and graphic solutions for electronic media), 

production services and preparation of propaganda/documentary 

programs, procurement of event organization services, procurement of promotional 

and information material for the needs of electronic toll collection and implementation 

of information campaigns and promotion of traffic safety on the motorway. 

• (13) Other services include costs for consulting services for the implementation of the 

ISO 45001 standard, recertification of the implemented procurement standard, 

services for the preparation of project documentation in the field of motorway 

maintenance, procurement of warning, notification, prohibition and danger signs for 

fire protection and occupational safety, regular periodic medical examination of 

employees who are assigned to jobs with special working conditions, drafting acts from 

the aspect of occupational safety, drafting the Fire Risk Assessment and the Fire 

Protection Plan for the Svilaj - Odžak and Zenica South - Zenica North (Zenica bypass) 

sections, costs of performing technical acceptances on the constructed MV cable lines, 

analysis of energy consumption on Corridor Vc with the proposed task for study 

research, development of a project of temporary traffic signals for regulation of traffic 

flow at the front and side toll booths on the A1 motorway in the FBiH, training in first 

aid for firefighters and patrols, professional training of employees in the Traffic 

Management, Supervision and Safety Service, preparation of project documentation 

for expanding the functionality of the management system and improving traffic safety 

on the motorway, providing services for monitoring print and electronic media from BiH, 

i.e. providing press clipping services, copying and plotting services and corporate 

printing, branding of vehicles of JP Autoceste FBiH, systematic inspection services for 
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employees of JP Autoceste FBiH, services of conversion of project documentation 

according to the adopted data model of supporting IT structure in Cloud environment, 

internal calculation of motorway costs for own vehicles, etc.  

• (14) Costs of provisions for fees and other benefits - refer to provisions for 

retirement in accordance with International Accounting Standards and applicable 

Rules of Procedure.  

• (15) Provisions for litigation and damages relate to initiated litigation, i.e. costs that 

may be incurred on that basis in 2021. 

• (16) The costs of non-productive services include the costs of utilities, the costs of 

maintaining hygiene and cleanliness in office premises and toll booths, the costs of 

drinking water in the facilities of JP Autoceste in Mostar and Sarajevo, water for 

washing and sanitation at toll booths and in office premises, notary, lawyer and audit 

services, professional translation services, consulting services and GPS vehicle 

tracking services.  

• (17) The estimation of representation costs was performed on the basis of the 

average realized in the previous period, and the needs for the following period.  

• (18) Costs of insurance premiums include insurance premiums for fixed assets, 

vehicles and accident insurance premiums. 

• (19) Payment transaction costs include payment costs in the country and abroad, 

commission for processing commercial loan lines, bank card acceptance services on 

the toll collection system, etc. 

• (20) The costs of postal (ordinary and express mail) and telecommunication 

services (fixed and mobile telephony) and Internet services are estimated on the 

basis of the average realized in the previous period. This expenditure also includes the 

rental of professional industrial links on the routes: Svilaj - Odžak, Operational Office 

Sarajevo - Sarajevo North and Drivuša - Zvirovići. 

• (21) Cost of taxes, compensations, fees and other duties borne by legal entities 

include: special fee for protection against natural and other disasters, general fee for 

water, fees for registration and technical inspection of vehicles, fee for a prominent 

company, utility, administrative and court fees, fines, compensation to the Fund for 

Professional Rehabilitation and Employment of Persons with Disabilities, VAT paid for 

free passes of external users, and membership fees for the FBiH Chamber of 

Commerce and the BiH Chamber of Foreign Trade.  

• (22) Other intangible costs relate to scholarships, advertising costs, subscription to 

professional literature and daily press, subscription to electronic media and other 

intangible costs.  

• (24) Estimation of depreciation costs was performed on the basis of known 

parameters achieved in 2020 and current knowledge on new purchases of fixed assets 

in 2021, as well as the putting into operation of four new sub-sections. 

• (25) Interest expenditures - in proportion to the increase in indebtedness, interest 

liabilities also grow, one part of which is charged to expenditures, because the sections 

for the construction of which the loan funds were used have been completed and put 

into operation.   

• (23 and 26) Other financial expenditures relate to losses from the sale and 

expenditure of fixed assets, then to expenditures based on impairment and write-off of 

receivables, court costs on appeals of third parties, compensations for damages 

pursuant to the decisions of the competent authorities, impairment of material stocks 
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for the billing system and TAG devices, and expenditures based on corrections of 

errors from previous years.  

7.3. Difference between revenues and expenditures - Financial result 

Table 18.  

Ord. No. Description 
Projection of 

realization by the 
end of 2020 

Plan for 2021 

1 2 3 4 

1. Revenues 200,684,009 273,740,025 

2. Expenditures 69,008,765 93,454,474 

FINANCIAL RESULT 131,675,244 180,285,550 

 

7.4. Employment plan 

Employment plan by organizational units  

Table 19.  

Ord. No. Sector/Service 
Employment 
plan for 2021 

Trainee 
recruitment 

plan for 2021 

1 2 3 4 

1. Management Board Cabinet 1 1 

2. Sector for Design and Construction 7 0 

3. Management and Maintenance Sector 27 5 

4. Sector for Economic and Financial Affairs 5 2 

5. Legal Affairs Department 4 2 

TOTAL 44 10 

 

Bearing in mind the increase in business activities during 2021 compared to the 

previous period, which primarily relate to: opening of new construction sites, preparation for 

construction (preparation of tender documents, completion of project documentation, 

obtaining approvals and permits, increased volume of affairs of expropriation and 

representation, etc.), and the introduction of new activities related to maintenance and 

management, a realistic projection of the employment of new staff in the coming period was 

made. When it comes to employment within the Management and Maintenance Sector, in 

addition to the above, it is important to note that these are operational activities that take place 

continuously, and that there is a problem of both shorter and longer incapacity for work, which 

primarily refers to the frequency of sick leave of individual employees. In addition, a significant 

number of paid employees terminated their employment in the previous period (transfer to 

another job, retirement, some were fired or went to another company), without a replacement 

being provided. Also in 2021, employment is planned at the Zenica North and Svilaj toll booths, 

which are planned to be put into use in the coming period.   

 JP Autoceste FBiH d.o.o. Mostar will in 2021 ensure the achievement of planned 

results and achievement of set goals by employing quality staff through public advertising, in 
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accordance with the provisions of the Decree on the Employment Procedure in the FBiH Public 

Sector, and the rules established by internal acts of the Company.  

8. PROJECTION OF SOURCES OF FINANCING - LOANS 

In addition to the existing loan arrangements, JP Autoceste has initiated activities related 

to securing financial resources with international financial institutions. As in the business plans 

from previous years, it is envisaged that JP Autoceste temporarily pre-finances the motorway 

sections until the final effectiveness of loan lines, for which additional financial resources are 

provided through commercial short-term loan lines whose purpose is to pre-finance the 

construction of motorway sections on Corridor Vc.  

JP Autoceste will, in case of lack of funds for its own participation in the implementation of 

projects, for the purposes of maintaining current liquidity or any other reason (temporary 

suspension of withdrawal of loan funds, etc.) provide additional financial resources through the 

issuance of securities, commercial short-term loans, arrangements or new arrangements with 

international financial institutions. Also, it is important to point out that in addition to the usual 

way of financing the construction of Corridor Vc, activities will be undertaken to find other 

alternative financing and construction models (EXIM banks, commercial banks, corporate 

bonds, etc.), which will largely depend on the ability of JP Autoceste, i.e. Bosnia and 

Herzegovina, as well as the Federation of BiH, to timely meet potential obligations under these. 

8.1. Review of loan withdrawals 

The following table shows the projection of loan withdrawals with international financial 

institutions for which the effectiveness of funds has been confirmed or the procedure for 

achieving effectiveness is in progress: 

Table 20.  

Ord. 
No. 

Loan line 
Loan funds 

(EUR) 
Loan funds 

(BAM) 

Loan 
Withdrawal 
Plan in 2021 

(BAM) 
1 2 3 4 5 

1. OFID A USD 48 mil.   42,000,000 82,144,860 27,352 

2. OFID B EUR 24 mil.   24,000,000 46,939,920 2,103,591 

3. EBRD EUR 80 mil.   80,000,000 156,466,400 19,192,670 

4. EIB EUR 100 mil. ( Počitelj -Zvirovići ) 100,000,000 195,583,000 91,924,010 

5. EIB EUR 50 mil.   50,000,000 97,791,500 44,984,090 

6. EBRD EUR 180 mil.   180,000,000 352,049,400 153,360,978 

7. KFAED KWD 11.6 mil.   36,000,000 70,409,880 22,174,223 

8. OFID A USD 27.15 mil.   22,000,000 43,028,260 2,472,737 

9. OFID B EUR 24.3 mil.   24,300,000 47,526,669 45,032,767 

10. EIB EUR 100 mil. (Kvanj tunnel – Buna) 100,000,000 195,583,000 46,495,058 

11. EBRD EUR 60 mil.   60,000,000 117,349,800 21,571,875 

12. EIB EUR 140 mil.   140,000,000 273,816,200 92,117,307 

13. EIB EUR 340 mil.   340,000,000 664,982,200 33,250,000 

14. EBRD to EUR 300 mil.   300,000,000 586,749,000 46,939,920 

15. EBRD EUR 50 mil.   50,000,000 97,791,500 39,116,600 

TOTAL 1,548,300,000 3,028,211,589 660,763,177 
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8.2. Overview of planned loan repayments  

 

Loan repayment projection  

 Long-term loan repayment projections were made on the basis of individual repayment 
plans for all existing international loans, as well as domestic loan arrangements.  

Table 21.  

Ord. 
No. 

Loan line 
Repayment plan for 

2021. (EUR) 
Repayment plan for 

2021. (BAM)  

 
1 2 3 4  

1. EBRD EUR 205 mil.   19,308,711 37,764,557  

2. EIB EUR 75 mil.   3,846,154 7,522,423  

3. EIB EUR 166 mil.   8,512,821 16,649,630  

4. OFID A USD 48 mil. (EUR 42 mil.) 2,593,613 5,072,666  

5. OFID B EUR 24 mil.   1,777,069 3,475,645  

6. KFAED KWD 10.5 mil. (EUR 30 mil.) 1,423,922 2,784,949  

7. EBRD EUR 80 mil.  6,378,864 12,802,479  

8. EBRD EUR 76 mil.  7,172,018 14,027,249  

9. FBiH Development Bank BAM 30 mil.   2,359,806 4,615,380  

10. FBiH Development Bank BAM 38 mil.   2,590,544 5,066,664  

TOTAL 55,963,522 109,781,641  
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8.3. Overview of loan liabilities - interest 

Table 22.  

Ord. 
No. 

Loan line 
Interest 

plan 2021 
(EUR) 

Interest 
plan 2021 

(BAM) 

Interest 
costs 
(BAM) 

Capitalisat
ion of 

interest 
(BAM) 

 

 
1 2 3 4 5 6  

1. EBRD EUR 205 mil.   308,529 603,429 603,429 0  

2. EIB EUR 75 mil.   389,757 762,298 762,298 0  

3. EIB EUR 166 mil.   783,437 1,532,270 1,532,270 0  

4. KFAED KWD 10.5 mil. (Drivuša - Klopče)  659,613 1,290,091 645,046 645,046  

5. OFID USD 48 mil. (Klopče - D.Gračanica) 1,340,819 2,622,415 1,311,207 1,311,207  

6. OFID EUR 24 mil. (Klopče - D.Gračanica)   974,844 1,906,628 953,314 953,314  

7. 
EBRD EUR 76 mil. (Svilaj - Odžak and 
Klopče - D. Gračanica)  

676,187 1,322,507 661,253 661,253  

8. 
EBRD EUR 80 mil. (Buna - Počitelj and 
Vraca - D.Gračanica)  

619,023 1,210,704 403,568 807,136  

9. EIB EUR 100 mil. (Počitelj - Zvirovići)  598,673 1,170,903 0 1,170,903  

10. EIB EUR 50 mil. (Ponirak - Vraca)   259,616 507,765 0 507,765  

11. 
EBRD EUR 180 mil. (Poprikuše - Nemila, 
Tarčin - Ivan lot 2 and Mostar South - 
Kvanj) 

695,025 1,359,351 0 1,359,351  

12. KFAED KWD 11.6 mil. (Nemila - Vranduk)  191,263 374,077 0 374,077  

13. OFID USD 27.15 mil. (Vranduk - Ponirak) 822,505 1,608,681 0 1,608,681  

14. OFID EUR 24.3 mil. (Vranduk - Ponirak) 716,293 1,400,947 0 1,400,947  

15. EIB EUR 100 mil. (Kvanj Tunnel - Buna) 280,000 547,632 0 547,632  

16. 
EBRD EUR 60 mil. (Putnikovo brdo-
Medakovo)  

89,838 175,707 0 175,707  

17. 
EIB EUR 140 mil. (Poprikuše- Nemila and 
Tarčin - Ivan lot 1)  

266,667 521,555 0 521,555  

18. EIB EUR 340 mil. (Medakovo - Poprikuše) 97,500 190,693 0 190,693  

19. EBRD to EUR 300 mil. (Prenj tunnel) 108,167 211,556 0 211,556  

20. 
EBRD EUR 50 mil. (Mostar North - Mostar 
South)  

39,333 76,929 0 76,929  

21. FBiH Development Bank BAM 30 mil.  51,076 99,896 99,896 0  

22. FBiH Development Bank BAM 38 mil.  343,735 672,288 672,288 0  

23. Revolving loan lines  273,629 535,171 535,171 0  

TOTAL 10,585,529 20,703,495 8,179,741 12,523,753  

 

The previous table provides an overview of the planned calculation of interest on 

existing loan lines, as well as loans for which it is expected to achieve effectiveness and 

withdraw funds. Accrued interest on loans spent in the previous period for completed projects 

represents the cost of the current period, i.e. no capitalization of interest is performed. While 

for ongoing projects, interest is capitalized.   

In addition to loan lines with international loan institutions and loans of the FBiH 

Development Bank, revolving loan funds in the amount of BAM 35 million were provided, 
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bearing in mind that loan funds approved with international loan institutions (EIB and EBRD) 

to finance the construction of sections: Poprikuše - Nemila, Tarčin - Ivan and Kvanj Tunnel - 

Buna are still not effective, and additional funds have been provided for pre-financing, in order 

to be able to make timely payments to contractors, i.e. to pay an advance for the construction 

contract for Kvanj Tunnel - Buna, for which signing is expected in 2021.  

 

8.4. Summary overview of loan liabilities 

Table 23.  

Ord. 
No. 

Loan line 
Interest plan 

for 2021 
(BAM) 

Loan 
repayment 

in 2021 
(BAM) 

Total 
liabilities in 
2021 (BAM)  

 
1 2 3 4 5=3+4  

1. EBRD EUR 205 mil.  603,429 37,764,557 38,367,986  

2. EIB EUR 75 mil.  762,298 7,522,423 8,284,721  

3. EIB EUR 166 mil.  1,532,270 16,649,630 18,181,900  

4. KFAED KWD 10.5 mil.  1,290,091 2,784,949 4,075,041  

5. OFID USD 48 mil.  2,622,415 5,072,666 7,695,081  

6. OFID EUR 24 mil.  1,906,628 3,475,645 5,382,273  

7. EBRD EUR 76 mil.        1,322,507 14,027,249 15,349,755  

8. EBRD EUR 80 mil.       1,210,704 12,802,479 14,013,183  

9. EIB EUR 100 mil. ( Počitelj - Zvirovići )  1,170,903 0 1,170,903  

10. EIB EUR 50 mil. ( Ponirak - Vraca ) 507,765 0 507,765  

11. EBRD EUR 180 mil.  1,359,351 0 1,359,351  

12. KFAED KWD 11.6 mil.  374,077 0 374,077  

13. OFID USD 27.15 mil.  1,608,681 0 1,608,681  

14. OFID EUR 24.3 mil.   1,400,947 0 1,400,947  

15. EIB EUR 100 mil. (Kvanj Tunnel - Buna ) 547,632 0 547,632  

16. EBRD EUR 60 mil.   175,707 0 175,707  

17. EIB EUR 140 mil.  521,555 0 521,555  

18. EIB EUR 340 mil.  190,693 0 190,693  

19. EBRD to EUR 300 mil.   211,556 0 211,556  

20. 
EBRD EUR 50 mil. (Mostar North - Mostar 
South)  

76,929 0 76,929  

21. FBiH Development Bank BAM 30 mil.  99,896 4,615,380 4,715,276  

22. FBiH Development Bank BAM 38 mil.  672,288 5,066,664 5,738,952  

23. Revolving loan lines  535,171 0 535,171  

TOTAL 20,703,495 109,781,641 130,485,135  

 

Note: In addition to the above liabilities, with the EBRD loan there is an obligation to 

pay a fee on undrawn loan funds in the amount of 0.5%, which for 2021 (for EBRD 80 and 

EBRD 180 loan lines) is estimated at approximately BAM 660,000 provided that the planned 

withdrawal of funds is met. The amount of the fee is capitalized.     
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9. RECAPITULATION OF CAPITAL INVESTMENTS 

Table 24. 
 

 

Ord. 
No. 

Name of investment 
Plan for 2021 

excluding VAT 
(BAM) 

1 2 3 

  A)  Investments in the construction of Corridor Vc (excluding VAT) 729,617,360 

1. Purchase of land 52,500,000 

  a) financing with own funds 47,500,000 

  b) FBiH budget funds - Consumer unit 5,000,000 

      

2. Design services 18,818,717 

  a) financing with own funds 14,124,725 

  b) financing with international loans 4,693,992 

      

3. Construction 627,425,308 

  a) financing with international loans 488,872,437 

  b) financing with grant funds 74,116,054 

  c) FBiH budget funds - Consumer unit  46,000,000 

  d) financing with own funds 18,436,817 

      

4. Construction supervision services 28,059,662 

  a) financing with international loans 13,430,958 

  b) financing with grant funds 10,077,144 

  c) FBiH budget funds - Consumer unit 2,000,000 

  d) financing with own funds  2,551,560 

      

 5. Technical assistance services 1,898,123 

  a) financing with international loans 151,011 

  b) financing with grant funds 867,361 

  c) financing with own funds 879,751 

      

6. Other professional services in support of construction projects 280,000 

  a) financing with own funds 280,000 

      

7. Other capital investments 635,550 

  
a) obligations within the expropriation business - financing with own funds 

345,000 

  b) archaeological research - financing with own funds 290,550 

      

  B) Capital investments in motorway management and maintenance 19,178,000 

  a) financing with own funds 19,178,000 
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  C) Investments in information technology 1,020,000 

  a) financing with own funds 1,020,000 

      

  D) Other investments 1,970,325 

  a) financing with own funds 1,970,325 

      

TOTAL (A+B+C+D) 751,785,685 
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